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Uncommon stocl< an uncommon university
Here's an investment tip that everyone can use. It's a stock
with :
•
•
•
•
•

Large and growing book value
Substantial return on investment
High level of productivity
Dividends paid regularly
Attractive price/learning ratio.

Now that's an " uncommon stock," a share in an uncommon
university: Northern Iowa.
Alumni and friends who contribute $25 or more to the UNI
Foundation Annual Fund will receive an Uncommon Stock
certificate in recognition of their fina ncial support of the
University. The certificate is suitable for frami ng and is
inscribed with your name. Each certificate is personally signed
by President Kamerick and Foundation President Pardoe. It' s a
handsome symbol of your support of UNI, and a sound

investment in its future.
At UNI our book value is fou nd in our library, and our
productivity in the careers of our staff and alumni. The regular
dividends are the new graduates who make their contributions
to Iowa and the nation. We do all this at a "price/ learning"
ratio that's surprisingly low.
While you can't trade your Uncom mon Stock for a share of
IBM, your contribution is tax deductible. So while you're
making your other financial plans, incl ude the UNI Foundation
Annual Fund with a gift of $25 or more. If you're participating
in the plaque recognition program, you'll also receive your
1982 plate along with the certificate .
For more information or to make your contribution, contact:

UNI Foundation
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614
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Director's Medlee
by Lee Miller, Director
Alumni Services and Development

Many alums
and friends of
UNI, I believe,
have a real
need for good
estate
planning. In
fact, everyone
should plan.
The UNI
Foundation
Board of
Directors feels
strongly enough about good planni ng that
we are hiring a person to help me with
planned giving. We will have someone on
board in the near future. We want to
provide this as another service to our
alums and friends.

We feel strongly that, in the long run,
this will be the best source of major gifts.
Besides having an assistant, we also have
a new advisory committee for major
gifts/planned giving. T. Wayne Davis,
former president of the UNI Foundation
Board of Directors, is heading up this
tommittee. We are already seeing very
good results, and the committee has only
been in existence since last fall. Over
$875,000 in future gifts were identified in
1981 without a major effort on my part or
an assistant or the new committee. Adding
another person and having the committee
wi ll make a real difference.
If you would like to have a free,
confidential meeting concerning your own
estate planning, or some literature on the
subject, please call or write me. Another
thing you can do to help is to provide us
with leads of other alumni or friends w ho

you know are capable of helping us
financially. We'll make the contact and do
the motivating. If you work for a company
or corporation that would be a good
prospect, let us know that, too.
With the recession and the reduction in
student aid, it's important that we all work
as a team to provide as much outside
funding as we can. This will help us
maintain the " Excellence in Education"
we have here at UNI. Remember, we are
state assisted, not state supported.
All members of our 50 Year Club (i.e.,
anyone who has been out of school 50
years or more) are encouraged to come
help the Class of 1922 celebrate it's 50th
reunion on June 19. Contact Elly Leslie in
the Alumni Offi ce for more info rmation .

Chapter Meetings
Chicago

Mason City
The Mason City alumni chapter met April 15 for a dinner
and program at the Sheraton Motor Inn. The featured speaker
was Dr. Don Carver, dean of the College of Education. He was
joined by Lee Miller and Elly Leslie, along with USA students
Kevin Delehant and Francie Hunchis.
Eldon Meyers, ' 59, is president of the chapter, and Pat
Romans, '56, is vice president. In honor of the day, invitations
to the meeting were designed to resemble ari IRS Form 1040.

Lincoln Land
The Lincoln Land alumni chapter met April 23 at The Elms
in El Paso, Illinois for a dinner and program . The featured
speaker was Dr. Charles Gillette of the Department of
Economics. He was joined by Lee Miller, Elly Leslie and Don
Briggs, the new wrestling coach . The chapter is chaired by Curt
and Kay Mahaffey, both of the Class of 1941 .

The o1dest UNI alumni chapter celebrated its 50th annual
meeting April 24 with a dinner and program at The Cypress in
Hinsdale, Illinois. Chairman for the festivities was Charl es
Papousek, ' 51. The featured speakers were President Kamerick,
Dr. Charles Gillette and Don Briggs. Also present were Lee
Miller and Elly Leslie .

Kansas City
The Kansas City chapter sponsored its first event January 9
with a wine and cheese party at the Crown Center Hotel in
Kansas City. About 75 local alumni and spouses attended . The
event was held the same weekend as the CASE D istrict
Conference . UNI staff attending were Lee M ill er, Elly Les lie, Bill
Calhoun and Susan Chilcott. They were joi nted by a USA
student, Jan Flora . Chairman for the party was Odale O se, '52.

Packing up bag and baggage?
We'd like to know about this move
and any other news in your life.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

State

Zip _ _ _ __

New Add ress
City _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

State

Zip _ _ _ __

News for The Alumnus:
Clip and Mail to : UNI Alumni
Office, 137 Latham Hall, UNI, Cedar
Falls, IA 50614
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Class Yr.

Old Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nan Zabriskie of the Goodman School of Drama applies makeup, left, to senior Thea Roberts during a workshop sess ion . At
right, a chilling scene from the University of Kansas production of Dracula.

Theatre UNI hosts regional festival
Theatre UNI staged an entire season in
one week January 2 7-31 , as it hosted the
Region V-South/ American College Theatre
Festival (ACTF). The event was one of 12
held nationally to select plays and
individuals for the 14th annual ACTF at
the Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts in Washington, D.C.
The festival featured a program of
workshops and performances of four plays
on successive nights. Twenty-eight
productions were considered for the
regional festival, including UNl ' s Candide
and Much Ado About Nothing. The four
plays which were selected were Burrhead
from the University of Iowa, Indians from
Dordt College, Beware of Still Waters from
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and
Dracula from the University of Kansas.
Individual students also competed
during the festival for scholarship
consideration in a number of fields. UN l's
Corey Hansen and Steve Young were
nominees for the Irene Ryan Acting
Scholarships, while John Hogan and Jay
Jagim were entered in the criticism and
design competitions, respectively.
National finalists for the ACTF, held
April 19 through May 2, were Between
Daylight and Boonville from the
University of Evansville, Oedipus Rex from
California State University at Hayward,
Don 't Bother Me, I Can 't Cope from
Prairie View A&M, The Cashier from
Indiana University, Seduced from Eastern
Illinois University, and The Birds from St.
Michael's College.

acting, lighting, costumes, directing and
scenery construction . In addition , a public
critique of each play was held the
morning after the performance.
Many of the workshops were hosted by
Theatre UNI faculty members. Two of the
workshop leaders have UNI backgrounds.
Richard Devin is a 1966 graduate who is
currently associate professor of drama,
general manager and head of the design
and technology program at the University
of Washington School of Drama. He
received UNl' s Alumni Achievement
Award in 1979. Jim Harbour of the
Goodman School of Drama/DePaul
University was a member of the UNI
faculty from 1976 to 1978.
Head of the coordinating committee for
the regional festival was D. Terry
Williams, formerly director of theatre at
UNI and now chairman of the Theatre
Department at Western Michigan
University.

UNI alums were active
More than 360 students and teachers
from 31 colleges took part in the ACTF
regional at UNI. Twenty-two workshops
were offered in such areas as makeup,

Another prominent participant in the
festival was John Denn is, di rector of the
Improvisational Theatre Group of the Mark
Taper Forum in Los Angeles . Dennis was
an instructor in speech at UNI from 1962
to 1965. He is currently on leave from the
Taper to initiate an M .F.A . program in
acting and directing at Louisiana State
University. Since leaving UNI , Dennis has
directed more than 75 professional stage
productions, including many premieres .
He has written and directed for television
and the stage, and his ensemble has
toured nationally. Dennis was one of three
"respondents" who conducted the
critiques of the four plays entered in the
UNI competition.
The one-week " season" at
Strayer-Wood Theatre was virtually sold
out each night. Campus and community
support was excellent, according to
Dennis Bole, publicist and business
manager for Theatre UNI. The UNI
Student Association (UNISA), for example,
appropriated $2,500 in support of the
festival, matching a grant from the
AMOCO Companies, the principal private
sponsor of ACTF. ST AGE, INC., the
community support group for Theatre
UNI, hosted an opening night reception
for ACTF participants .
Theatre UNI concluded its 1981-82
season with productions of the Michael
Weller comedy Loose Ends in March and
the Kurt Weill opera Street Scene in April.
Next on the program is the 13th season of
summer repertory theatre, scheduled for
June 24 through July 31 at Strayer-Wood
Theatre. For schedule and ticket
information, call or write: Summer
Repertory Theatre, University of Northern
Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614 (319)
273-6386 . D

John Dennis
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Campus News

Review, Wilson
add to honors
The North American Review (NAR) and
its editor, Robley Wilson, recently added
two awards to a growing list of honors.
Wilson was named the 1982 recipient
of the Drue Heinz Literature Prize for his
volume of collected short fiction, Dancing
for Men. There were 163 entries in this
year's competition, which was open to
writers who have published book-length
collections of fiction or a minimum of
three short stories or novellas in a national
distribution periodical.
The $5,000 Prize was presented
February 3 at the University of Pittsburgh,
which sponsors the competition under the
auspices of the Howard Heinz
Endowment.
Dancing for Men is Wilson's third
collection of short fiction. He has also
published three volumes of poetry.
Communication Arts magazine
presented an award of excellence to NAR
in January for a public service ad
produced on behalf of the Nature
Conservancy. The ad publicized the work
of this organization by focusing attention
on a unique plant, the skunk cabbage,
which grows in Iowa on a Nature
Conservancy preserve in Linn County.
The ad was one of 346 chosen from
among 20,000 entries for reproduction in
Communication Arts' annual awards issue.
Judges from the United States, Canada and
England made the selections.
NAR's award-winning ad was designed
by John Volker, coordinator of the Future
Studies Program at UNI. D

William Reninger

William Lang

Correction
On page 6 of the February Alumnus, the
photographs of Dr. William Reninger and
Dr. William Lang were printed with the
wrong captions. The photographs are
correctly identified above. The Alumnus
regrets th is error. 0
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Gerda Lerner addressing the Women 's History Week audience March 5.

Lerner keynotes history week;
'history a woman's right'
"We challenge the assumption that
women are marginal to historical events.
Men and women are central throughout
history."
That statement was the heart of the
message delivered March 5 by Dr. Gerda
Lerner, president of the Organization of
American Historians, during her keynote
speech for UNl's celebration of Women's
History Week. She spoke before an
audience of 150 at the Education Center
on a subject that has occupied much of
her professional life.
"Subordinate groups have always been
deprived of their history," said Lerner.
Without such knowledge, these groups
have remained subservient. "Of all
groups, the one subordinated for the
longest period of time, for centuries, is
women. To have been so deprived has
been one of the most serious deprivations
women have suffered."
Ignorance of their contributions has
forced women to accept a secondary role
throughout history, said Lerner. History
has been written and taught largely by and
about men. Women have been treated as
auxiliaries or, as with Elizabeth I or
Catherine the Great, extraordinary
exceptions. The true importance of
women as mothers, wives, workers and
professionals has been ignored or bel ittled.
The women's history movement, of which
Lerner is the most prominent scholar,
hopes to correct this interpretation.
Knowledge of her history is " a
woman's right, no more and no less," said
Lerner, a native of Austria who is currently
Robinson-Edwards Professor of History at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
This is not an easy task, said Lerner. It
has taken centuries to arrive at a point
where women can be accepted as equal
partners, if not yet equal beneficiaries, in
society. She cites the Protestant
Reformation, and Luther's assertion that

"every soul has direct access to God," as
the beginning of this change in the status
of women. Lerner said that she th inks the
struggle for women's rights is more
difficult than the recent struggle for civil
rights, since instead of fighting unknown
racial oppressors "women are struggling
against the people closest to them," their
husbands, brothers and fathers.
When asked why it is that some
women have been so vocal in their
opposition to women's rights, Lerner said
that some women "have a fear of losing
decent, loving relationships with men if
they join other women." Man's greatest
weapon against women has been the

" . .. women are struggling
against the people closest to
them . .. "

withholding of love, she said , and called
upon men to be sensitive and supportive
of women as they seek out their history
and struggle for equal rights.
On Ma rch 7, artist Judy Ch icago came
to UNI for a presentation and the opening
of exhibits by women artists in the Gallery
of Art. Chicago is best known for her
recent work, "The Dinner Party." Both
Women's History Week appearances were
sponsored by the Women's Studies
Program, the Iowa Humanities Board and
several UNI departments and groups.
Women' s History Week was
proclaimed by Congress and by the Iowa
General Assembly and will hopefully
become an annual event, according to Dr.
Glenda Riley, professor of history and
coordinator of the UNI Women' s Studies
Program. 0

Price Lab's Kelly
edits essay book

Hoivik cited by
•
muszc
group
Karl Hoivik, professor of instrumental
conducting, received a Distinguished
Service Award February 13 from the Iowa
Music Educators Association (IMEA). The
presentation was made by James Crowder,
president of the IMEA, during the 27th
Annual Tallcorn Band Festival at UNI.
Hoivik was cited for his 35 years of
service to UNI and other institutions in the
field of band music. He directed the UNI
Marching Band from 1947 to 1958, and
the Concert Band (now the Wind
Ensemble) from 1951 to 1980.
He was president of the Iowa
Bandmasters Association in 1956 and
president of the College Band Directors
National Association from 1973 to 1975.
Other honors include Gold Awards from
the Amateur Band Associations of
Denmark, Sweden and Norway.
" This award [from the IMEA] probably
means more to me than any other," said
Hoivik, " and is especially important
because it comes from the people I have
worked with since coming to UNI."

Hoivik, left, and Crowder at the Tai/corn
Band Festival.

Although Hoivik no longer conducts a
UNI band, he continues to teach such
courses as Conducting, Advanced
Conducting, Wind Literature and Exploring
Music. He is also writing a book on the
history of the wind band and its
instruments. D

Summer school, Elderhostel
can make your mind bloom!
The dust that's been collecting in your
cranium since graduation is fertile soil for
a summertime of study at UNI. "Don't let
you mind wither away - make it bloom"
is the theme of the 1982 summer session,
scheduled for June 7 through July 31.
Teachers who need extra hours for
recertification, or retired persons who still
have a lot to learn, can take advantage of
UNl's nearly 700 different summer classes,
workshops, institutes and short courses.
Some programs are as short as four days;
others last eight weeks. Most classes meet
for four weeks in one of two sessions Uune
7-July 2, July 6-31).
During a typical four week class, you
meet every day of the week and spend the
prescribed number of hours in class for
the number of credits you earn. The
compressed nature of the programs usually
rules out lengthy term papers or research
projects, however.
For Iowa residents, graduate credit is
$60 an hour or $535 for a full-time,
eight-week load of 12 or more hours. For
nonresidents, graduate credit is $60 per
hour for one to four hours, $130 per hour
for five to eight hours, and $1, 165 for a
full-time, eight-week load of 12 or more
hours. Workshop fees are assessed at a
standard $50 per credit hour. On-campus
accommodations are available for all
summer programs at extra cost.
For more information about UNl's
summer session, contact: Registrar,

University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls,
Iowa 50614. Ask for a summer bulletin
and class schedule.
Persons 60 years of age and older
who'd like to experience college without
having to take tests or read assignments
should consider the UNI Elderhostel,
scheduled for July 11-17. Elderhostel
programs at 21 Iowa colleges offer special
experiences for older persons at moderate
cost and with no classroom pressure.
The UNI Elderhostel courses this
summer will be "Stages of Life Seen
Through Literature" with Grace Ann
Hovel, " Archaeology and Religious
Knowledge" with John Eiklor and
"Contemporary Arab World" with Basheer
Nijim. All three are UNI faculty members.
Special evening programs will include
a performance by the Winter Ridge Handy
folk music group, attendance at Theatre
UNI and Waterloo Community Playhouse
productions, and presentations by UNI
faculty and staff on " Frontierswomen's
History," " A Brief History of the Movies,"
and " Historic Nauvoo."
The cost of an Elderhostel week is
$150 per person. This includes tuition,
housing, meals and all campus services.
For more information, contact: Peggy
Houston, Elderhostel, Cl 08 Seashore Hall,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242
(319) 353-3714. Enrollment is limited to
40 persons per session. D

Five UNI faculty members have
collaborated on a book which offers
practical advice on the subject of
teaching.
The Successful Teacher: Essays in
Secondary School Instruction is a
collection of articles assigned and edited
by James Kelly, assistant professor of
teaching-science. Other contributors are
Timothy Cooney, assistant professor of
teaching-science; Richard Strub, associate
professor of teaching-counseling; Leander
Brown, assistant professor of teachingcounseling; and James Albrecht, professor
of education. With the exception of
Albrecht, all are teachers at UNl' s Price
Laboratory School.
Kelly sees the book as a practical guide
for experienced, new or student teachers.
" In my work with student teachers,"
says Kelly, " I've found they always seem
to have the same questions about
teaching, whether it's 12 years ago or
today." He sought out what he considers
to be "very successfu l educators" and
asked them to write about specific traits or
subjects that contribute to success in
teaching. The finished book will hopefully
answer a few of those recurring questions.
The Successful Teac her will be released
in May by the Iowa State University Press,
Ames, Iowa 50010. D

Volunteers sought
for heart study
The National Institutes of Health are
supporting a study which lowers
cholesterol to unprecedented levels. With
heart disease the number one killer in
America today, the aim of th is nationwide
study is to find out whether lower
cholesterol levels will reduce the risk of
heart attack.
The four Hyperlipidem ia Study Centers
in the United States are looking for
persons to take part in this study. You may
quali fy if
• You are 29 through 64;
• You have had only one heart attack,
suffered within the past five years;
• You have not had a stroke;
• You do not have diabetes;
• You have not had heart surgery.
Persons who take part in this study will
have their lodging provided and their
travel expenses reimbursed. If you are
interested and you think you might be
eligible, con tact the center nearest you :
Philadelphia
M inneapolis
little Rock
Los Angeles

(215) 645-3340 Collect
(6 12) 376-4494 Collect
(501) 661 -5291
Collect in Arkansas
1-800-643-8719 Toll free outside
(2 13) 482-5011
Collect

The study works closely with each
participant' s private doctor. D
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Cuts in student aid may mean empty desks this fall at universities nationwide. UNI and the Board of Regents are making their
feelings known to lawmakers on this and other issues.

From Des Moines to D.C.

Lawmakers hear from UNI
For education , the past few years have
been a school of hard knocks.
At the state and federal levels, budget
cuts, reversion s of funds and lay-offs have
been widespread. Jumps in tuition have
been matched by threatened cuts in
student aid. New programs have had to
wait, old ones have had to make do, and
teaching loads have gotten heavier. New,
needed buildings have been one of the
few things not going up.
Education has also faced growing
hostility from legislators and tax payers,
who have seen education as budgetary fat
rather than bone and marrow. The poor
economic climate, along with this loss of
community su pport, has meant lean times
for education .
This has also been true in Iowa, though
the situation has not approached the crisis
proportions found in some states. The
Regents universities have been seriously
affected by these problems but have
coped with them. Thi s may be due, in
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part, to the fact that the universities have
not suffered in silence. They have
responded to the problems facing higher
education in ways that are appropriate,
reasonable and effective. Dues paid to the
UNI Alumni Association are playing an
important part in this effort.
Lobbyists for th e Regents
A working day for Ed Voldseth often
begins at 8 a.m., with a committee
meeting at the capitol in Des Moines. The
day usually ends around 11 p.m., with the
tedious job of " keeping books." In
between he serves as a lobbyist for
programs that directly affect higher
education in Iowa .
Voldseth is assistant to the president for
state relations and special events at UNI, a
position he's held since 1977. As a
lobbyist, however, he serves the Board of
Regents and attempts to " sell" the Regents
program in the Iowa General As sembly.
Iowa and Iowa State also have

administrators who serve as lobbyi sts in
Des Moines. Like Vold eth, they lobby on
behalf of the Regents, not their home
universities.
" Many of our issues are not
home-based issues," says Vold seth . He
cites a recent proposal for a statewide
personnel department as "an issue of
equal importance to all of us." While
Voldseth is not a lobbyist for UNI, he is
correctly seen as an expert on UNI who
can provide more specific information
when necessary.
When the General Assembly is in
sess ion, Vold seth spends four days a week
in Des Moines and one day in Cedar Falls.
He can also be found in Des Moines
whenever there's a specia l sess ion (there
were two in 1981) or whenever
education-related interim committees meet
between sessions.
The term " lobbyi st" smacks of arm
twi sting and shady deals. In reality, says
Vold seth, a lobbyist's job is to " make

yourself well known as someone who can
respond to questions with honesty and
credibility." It's important that a lobbyist,
to be effective, become acquainted with
all 150 legislators, while keepi ng in mind
that some have more clout than others.
Voldseth particularly seeks to develop
and maintain working ties with the
members and chai rmen of key commi ttees
in the General Assembly. Committees with
special importance for the Regents
universities include the Appropriations
Subcommittee for Education, the State
Government Committee, the Agriculture
Committee, the Judiciary Committee, the
Social Services Committee and the
Transportation Committee. " We have
interests in all these committees," says
Voldseth, though the interests are not
always obvious. The Transportation
Committee is important, for example,
because of its impact on the construction
and maintenance of campus streets and
roads.
Association funds entertainment
Much of Voldseth's time is spent
attending committee meeti ngs and
hearings. During recesses, he will seek out
committee members to answer their
questions or to correct errors that come
out in discussion. As the end of a session
approaches, he spends more of his time
followi ng bills during floor debate in the
House and Senate. He listens to the
discussion in the lounge just off the
chamber floor. When necessary, he will
send notes to legislators as the debate
progresses. He may even draft
amendments to bills. The willingness of
legislators to listen to a lobbyist at this
point, says Voldseth, depend on the
relationship that's developed in the past.
" If you find time for them they' ll find time
for you," he says. This can greatly affect
the final form of a bill , as well as its fate.
The period from 5:30 to 10 p.m . is
what Voldseth calls his " night shift." Part
of a lobbyist's job is to get to know the
legislators. Voldseth does this by inviting
legislators to his Des Moines apartment for
refreshments, followed by dinner at the
Des Moines Club. While UNI pays his
salary, transportation and living expenses,
the costs of such entertainment are paid
by the UNI Alumni Association. It can be
expensive, since Voldseth often invites
spouses along with the legislators.
" I feel strongly," says Voldseth, " that
it's better to take a legislator to dinner
than to lunch. Lunch is cheaper but it's
less cost effective, si nce you're often
rushed." Inviting a spouse adds to the
cost, but si nce they often serve as the
legislator's assistant or clerk, this gives

Association funds support Voldseth 's lobbying efforts.

Voldseth an opportunity to influence two
important people.
The day ends for Voldseth with clerical
details, si nce he has no secretary while
he's in Des Moines. He mai ntains a copy
of every bill and amendment submitted
during the session in both houses . At the
close of each day he must file new bills,
weed out old ones and keep everything in
order. He reads the title and explanation
of each bill io see whether it has possi ble
Regents implications.
Many successes " underground"
Voldseth's background as a lobbyist
includes student personnel and
administrative positions at Carroll College,
Drake University and the University of
Alaska. He came to UNI in 1964 as dean
of students. He became vice president for
university relations and development in
1971. (While dean of men at Drake, he
came to know a young student named
Robert Ray, now governor of Iowa.)
Voldseth has seen many issues lost and
won during his years in Des Moines. What
concerns him most is the fact that the
percentage of the state budget allocated
for higher education has declined. Ten
years ago the Regents universities received
about 21 percent of Iowa's general fund.
Today it's about 15 percent. Another
problem he sees is the negative effect of
decli ning state revenues on al l state
institutions, including the universities.
On the plus side, Voldseth terms

" gratifying" the success which the Regents
lobbyists and others had in opposing the
proposal to create a statewide personnel
department. " We worked pretty hard to
keep it bottled up," says Voldseth. At
UNI, he feels the record of increased
direct appropriations has been a good
one, though much of this fu nding has
been " underground" (literally and
figuratively) for much-needed utilities
work and related projects. Such projects
are important but not very promi nent.
"Still," says Voldseth, "we are a long way
behind the level of support we had 10
years ago, and nowhere near inflation ."
When the General Assembly is not in
session, Voldseth becomes involved in a
second program designed to make the
Regents universities' needs known to state
legislators.
United Regents front
During election years (such as 1982),
the UNI Alumni Association is
instrumental in sponsori ng an alu mni
contact program with statewide impact.
The program is a si mple one. A dinner
meeting is held in each of the 50 Senate
districts in Iowa. All legislative candidates
from that district, and any hold over
legislators, are invited to attend. Also at
the meeting are representatives of the
Regents universities and Regents alumni
from the local area. The evening includes
a presentation on the importance of the
universities and their current needs.
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was attended by Representatives Cooper
These meetings are held in September
Evans, Berley Bedell and Tom Tauke, as
and October, and are a way of
well as the administrative assistants of the
establishing a positive relationship with
other congressmen. Each representative
legislators before they arrive in Des
was represented at this luncheon by at
Moines. The Iowa and Iowa State alumni
least two people from his office.
groups host 18 meetings each. UNI hosts
14. The three alumni associations pay
The UNI delegation visited the
Washington headquarters of the American
most of the expenses, as well as the cost
Council on Education and the American
of producing the slide-tape and
informative literature that are part of each
Association of State Colleges and
meeting.
Universities, of which Dr. Kamerick is
The impression of a united Regents
chairman. They received a briefing from
Ann Shannon Fairbanks, senior policy
front that comes out of these meetings is
adviser for the White House Office of
maintained after the election by a network
of alumni from each university. These are
Policy Development, and also held
the same alumni who attend the
meetings with other congressmen. Among
them were Representative William
pre-election meetings, and are typically
Natcher, chairman of the House
local leaders who can be influential with
Subcommittee on Appropriations, and
their legislator. At UNI, these alumni
Representative Peter Peyser, a leader of
receive a periodic newsletter, Contact,
the opposition to proposed cuts in student
during the legislative session which keeps
aid.
them informed on matters related to the
Student aid was on the minds of
Regents universities and UNI in particular.
everyone taking part in the visit. "The
From time to time, these alumni can be
biggest impact the federal government can
called on to contact their legislators on
have on us [UNI]," says Lee Miller, "is
specific issues and perhaps exert some
student aid cuts." Proposals to reduce
influence on Regents- or UNI-related
decisions.
so-called Pell Grants from $2.3 billion to
$1.4 billion in fiscal year 1983 could
These alumni contacts typically serve
eliminate student aid for more than a
for two years or for as long as they like.
million students, many of them in lower
Additional alumni contacts are needed in
income brackets. The administration has
some areas, says Lee Miller. Persons with
an interest in supporting higher education
also proposed a 28 percent reduction in
can contact him about serving as a
funding for the college work-study
• program, as well as the elimination of
contact person . It's a purely voluntary
guaranteed student loans for graduate
program; ideally for someone who is a
community leader and knowledgeable of
students and students in professional
state politics.
schools.
Miller feels the visit, funded in part by
The alumni contact program is another
the UNI Alumni Association, had public
example of what the UNI Alumni
relations value while providing the Iowa
Association is doing to help UNI at the
delegation and others with feedback on
state government level. Federal decisions
the effects of proposed student aid cuts.
have less direct impact on UNI, but the
Something the delegation learned in
Association is working to help benefit the
Washington is the importance of making
University at that level, too.
one's feelings about issues known to
congressmen. This is a fifth and final way
Impact of aid cuts
in which UNI alumni can support the
President Kamerick, Lee Miller, and
University in its dealings with state and
four other UNI representatives were in
federal government. The lobbyists, the
Washi ngton, D.C. in February for what
pre-election meetings, the continuing
has become an annual visit to the Iowa
contacts and annual visits to Washington
congressional delegation.
are all important and useful. But the
Kamerick and Miller were joined this
letters, telegrams and phone calls of
year by John Downey, dean of the
concerned alumni can also be important
Graduate College; Fred Carver, dean of
in the support of education. This is
the College of Education; Robert
especially true during an election year. As
Krajewski , head of the Department of
good citizens, as good alumni, it's
School Administration and Personnel
important to be aware of issues affecting
Services; and Harold Burris, administrator
education and to make one's feelings
of grants and contracts.
known to elected representatives. 1982 is
While in Washington, the group
a good time to start. Lee Miller, Dr.
attended a local UNI alumni meeting.
Voldseth and the others can use the
They also held a luncheon for the Iowa
help! D
congressional delegation. This luncheon
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Excerpts from the
1981 NCA report:
"The team was impressed with the
seriousness of purpose reflected by
many students and student groups
interviewed. Indeed, many students
from different programs - education,
business, arts and sciences - reflected
a wish that they might be pushed more
in their classes."
"Given the resources and opportunities
provided for research, the university is
far from having the capability to
achieve its announced objective of
developing a major research reputation
(the research achievements of some
few faculty members notwithstanding).
Teaching loads continue to be
demanding, and equipment and
support services are seriously limited."
"All undergraduate and graduate
academic programs [in the College of
Education] are well designed and
current. The special education program
is especially strong.... The faculty is
well qualified for the level of programs
offered ... All faculty interviewed
exhibited pride in their programs and
the university."
" Every evidence suggests that the
administration functions well to
manage a large and complex
enterprise. The uncertainty and
transitional atmosphere which existed
ten years ago, at the beginning of the
present administration, have been
replaced by a mature and stable
administration with excellent leadership
and a strong sense of institutional
direction."
"The continuing debate about the
appropriateness of general education is
healthy. However, the present program
falls short of its stated purpose ...
While some departments are sincerely
committed to general education, others
report there are no rewards for this
effort."
Copies of the full NCA evaluation are
on file in the University Library and are
accessible to alumni and the general
public.

Accreditation extended to 1990

NCA report lists strengths
UNI got an "A" on its report card.
The North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools (NCA) continued
UNl's accreditation in January, accepting
a report that President Kamerick described
as "a most favorable recommendation, as
favorable as we could expect."
The recommendation, as presented by
the di rector of NCA's Commission on
Institutions of Higher Education, was as
follows:
That accreditation be continued at
the doctoral-degree granting level;
that programs beyond the specialist
degree level [be] limited to the
doctor of industrial technology
program; that the next
comprehensive evaluation be
scheduled in ten years, 1990-91.
The full report and supporting
correspondence were presented to the
Board of Regents at its March meeting. In
his summary, Robert J. Barak of the Board
office added that "it is our understanding
that the full 10-year recommendation is
unusual for institutions in the process of
inaugurating doctoral programs, so the
grant of full accreditation is certainly. a
compliment to the institution and its staff
... The university should be congratulated
for its efforts in achieving th is
accreditation."
The 10-year recommendation is the
maximum allowed by NCA.

Strengths and concerns cited
Last year's evaluation was previewed in

the September 1980 issue of The Alumnus
("NCA evaluation - UNl's report card,"
pp. 20-21 ). The evaluation procedure
included a UNI self-study and a campus
visit by a team of evaluators, followed by
a review of the documentation and
findings by a team of readers.
The campus visit took place April 29 to
May 1, 1981. Evaluators included faculty
members, deans and administrators from
universities in Minnesota, Kansas, Illinois,
Colorado, Wyoming, Oklahoma and· New
Mexico. This team's 26-page report was
then submitted to President Kamerick for a
response and to the team of readers, made
up of Dr. Warren Ebele, dean of the
Graduate College at the University of
Minnesota; Dr. Jonell Kirby, professor of
counseling and guidance at the West
Virginia College of Graduate Studies; and
Dr. Alfred Sussman, dean of the Rackham
School of Graduate Studies at the
University of Michigan.
The preliminary report was accepted
without need for further review. It was
then submitted directly to the Executive
Board of the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education, and accepted at the
January 24-25 meeting.
The final report was highly favorable to
UNI. Every major facet of the University
was examined, including academic
programs, faculty and students, the
administration and facilities. In nearly
every instance the positive remarks
outweighed the negative.

In recommending continued
accreditation, the report cited these 11
areas of strength at UNI :
• Outstanding library building,
program and usage;
• Progress in providing new academic
space, good building maintenance
and general campus improvements;
• Attention to long-range planning and
review;
• Facilities for student food and
housing accommodations;
• Faculty upgrading, accessibility,
loyalty and dedication;
• Well-organized administration and
decentralization of decision making;
• Good financial condition and
prudent fiscal management;
• Strong student services program;
• Spirit, attitudes and abilities of the
students;
• Support from the private sector for
the fine arts and the University
Foundation;
• Program consistent with regional
needs and student aspirations.
While the next institutional evaluation
is not scheduled until 1990-91 , a focused
visit by another team will be made when
UNI receives authorization for a doctor of
education (Ed.D.) degree program. Such a
visit was made in 1978 when the doctor
of industrial technology (D.I.T.) degree
program was begun, and is standard NCA
procedure. D
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Th e Education Center lobby was the center of activity during th e two-day recruiting
fair.
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A married couple examines Peace Corps
literature at the fair.

What lies ahead for teachers such as
these? Perhaps a two-year contract
teaching in South America, Europe or
Africa .

Overseas recruiting fa ir
now largest of its kind
The road to Morocco, or Belgium or
Japan may have started in Cedar Fall s
February 27-28 for teachers who attended
UNl's sixth annual Midwest Overseas
Recruiting Fair.
More than 520 teachers registered for
this year' s fair. If past experience is any
indication, about half of them will be
offered contracts and about a third will be
teaching overseas a year from now.
Don Wood, education placement
director, says that the UNI fair is the
largest of its kind anywhere, and its
reputation is growing. This year, 57
schools and organizations representing 41
countries sent interviewers to Cedar Falls.
Registrants came from practically every
state. Teachers also came from as far away
as Indonesia and Brazil to be interviewed,
according to Wood .
Registrants could take their pick of
continents and cultures at this year' s fair,
with such countries as Thailand, Kenya,
Portugal, Bolivia and Jordan represented .
The Department of Defense and the Peace
Corps were among the recruiters, as was
the Anglo-American School of Moscow.
Most of the overseas schools are operated
for the dependents of American diplomatic
or business personnel. As a result,
knowledge of a foreign language is useful
but usually not required.

All subjects in demand
The fair was begun in 1977 strictly as a
UNI event. It is now open to anyone with
an interest in teaching overseas . The
Department of Counseling, Placement and
Career Services administers the fair, which
is offered in conjunction with a
year-round overseas placement service.
Teachers who register for the fair also
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receive notices of teaching vacancies
submitted by more than 100 overseas
schools. A file is maintained at UNI for
each registrant through September of the
following year. There are currently about
850 teachers making use of thi s servi ce.
According to Wood, all subject areas
are in demand overseas, particularly such
field s as administration , art, English,
mathematics, music, sciences, social
studies and physical education . Appli cants
must be certified in one of the 50 states,
and two or more years of teaching
experience are usually required . Single
teachers and teaching couples are both in
demand, though the latter are sometimes
preferred due to housing shortages and
visa restrictions in some countries .

Plan for 1983 fai r
The two-day fair consists of general
orientations for each country followed by
individual interviews 25 minutes in length
between the applicant and the school
representative. It' s impossible yet to say
how successful the 1982 fair candidates
were in finding overseas positions, though
the high success rates of the past
contribute to the fair's increasing
popularity among both teachers and
recruiters.
Registrations for the 1983 fair will be
accepted from October 1 to December 31 ,
1982. (More than 300 applicants were
rejected this year because they didn' t
register by the cut-off date.) UNI teaching
alumni who are interested in the 1983 fair
or the year-round placement service
should contact: Don Wood , Overseas
Teacher Placement Service, Placement
Center, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614 (319) 273-2061.

Funds sought to
•
equip
new
Business facility
Management. Development. Facility.
To Jack Fuller, associate dean of the UNI
School of Business, those words have
meant fundraising luncheons and phone
calls for much of the past year. He' s
working to raise money for the School's
new Management Development Facility,
scheduled to begin operation thi s fall .
Fuller has contacted nearly 100 northeast
Iowa businesses, seeking contribution s as
well as indications of interest from
potential users of the Facility. He' s
received both.
The Management Development Facility
will be unique in Iowa and probably in
the Midwest. It's designed as a
sophisticated training and problem-solving
center for businesses of all types . It will
employ computers, UNI faculty members
and other School resources to provide
practical management development
programs for manufacturers, retailers,
financial institutions and other businesses .
Many potential users are either too small
to afford such in-house training or too
large to adapt quickly to changing training
needs. The Facility aims to serve both
kinds of companies.
When completed , the Facility will
feature two terminals for UNl' s Harris 800
computer system , a printer for the
terminals, a SO-inch video display screen
with projector, videotaping capability and
conference table seating for 16 persons .
This elaborate equipment, says Fuller,
is what will help make the Facility
different than, for example, a rented motel
conference room. About $15,000 has
been spent so far to refurbish a
1,200-square foot area in 131 Seerley
Hall . Another $50,000 is needed for
equipment. This is the money Fuller is
seeking.
Contact potential users
" The businesses we've contacted have
expressed a great deal of interest," says
Fuller. " So far we've received 17
contributions, averaging $1 ,000 to $1 ,500
each . We need about 40 such
contributions, so we' re making follow-up
contacts and asking for commitments."
Working with Fuller on the project has
been Bob Fleming, administrator of health
care planning for Deere & Company in
Waterloo. Fleming and Fuller are
co-coordinators of fundraising activities for
the Facility.

Neil Wilson, above, and Jack Fuller have their work cut out for them : Fill this empty
room with computer terminals and other equipment.

The principal fundraising thrust so far
has been made to potential users. In
addition to cash contributions, at least one
in-kind gift (a $2 ,700 copier) has been
received . Contributions from interested
individuals are also welcome, and are tax
deductible.
Coordinator of the Management
Development Facility is Neil Wilson ,
associate professor of marketing. He came
to UNI in January from Stokely-Van Camp
in Indianapolis, where he was corporate
vice president in charge of the Frozen
Food Division . His experience includes
marketing, planning and operations
assignments with such companies as
Libby, McNeil, Libby and Archer Daniels
Midland . In addition to handling the
Facility, Wi lson will also teach classes in
marketing and management at the
graduate level.
Wilson expects the initial programs
offered by the facility to be directed at
first-line managers and supervisors .
Subjects will include productivity
improvement and organizational
development, with an emphasis on the use
of the computer as a problem solving tool.
He sees the Facility as an extension of the
University' s educational mission and an
opportunity to work with the business
community. Facility programs will apply
theory to real problems, w ith feedback
from participants that will benefit both
faculty and students .
" It's necessary that what is done be
done well," adds Wilson . " We have a
good base and a good reputation to start
from in the School of Business."

Increase business involvement
Fuller sees the Management
Development Facility as just one part of
an overall effort the School is making to
close gaps with its alumni and the
business community. A 20-member
Executive Advisory Council , made up of
alum ni and friends in business, meets
regularly at the School to suggest program
improvements and curriculum additions .
The School's annual spring recognition
banquet provides another opportunity to
involve business people. Last fall, the
School 's 5,700 alumni received the first
issue of a new alumni newsletter. " These
efforts are all tied together," says Fuller.
Another way in which the School is
establishing contacts with the business
community is the Industria l Faculty
Fellowship program . This program will
place School of Business faculty with a
participating company for a summer, with
the company paying a salary. Both the
faculty member and the company would
hopefully benefit from this exposure to a
different working environment. Three
faculty members have already expressed
an interest in taking part in the program
this summer.
It is the hope of Fuller, Wilson and
Dean Bob Waller that the Management
Development Facility will increase the
visibility of the School of Business at the
regional and national levels. They expect
the Facility will eventually break even or
make a profit. Either way, they feel the
Facility will provide a useful service and
generate long-term benefits for UNI, the
School and its students. D
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Faculty Profile

Small journals have large impact
While the North American Review is
probably UNl's best-known publication, it
is not the only one.
Less well-known, but also widely
circulated, are four academic journals
whose readership includes Iowa school
teachers and the Soviet Academy of
Science. You won't find them on any
newsstand, but you will find one or more
of them in the libraries of the University of
Chicago and Ottumwa High School.
These UNI-supported publications
make a usefu l contribution to their fields
of study. Each is edited by a UNI faculty
member who teaches full time and
handles his journal as a sideli ne. Even so,
each editor takes his job very seriously,
and it's reflected in the publications.
The four journals reviewed here form a
sort of underground scholarly press at
UNI. They reinforce UNl's reputation as a
producer and supporter of research work,
yet they do it on budgets that range from
small to shoestring.
UNl's academic journals serve a wide
range of needs for a wide range of
audiences, with everything from theory to
basic skills to advanced thinking; and
sometimes even a little humor.

10th anniversary for Journal
History and education. Those two
mutual interests brought a handful of
people to a meeting at Loyola University
in Chicago in 1966. The result was the
founding of the Midwest History of
Education Society. It's a small but active
group which has no constitution and no
dues but which does sponsor an annual
meeting each fall. Papers are presented
and discussed at these meetings which
deal with a wide variety of topics related
to history and education.
In 1972, the Society decided to
establish a journal to publish the contents
of these papers. Ed Rutkowski , a charter
member and professor of ed ucation at
UNI, accepted the position of editor. He's
been at it ever si nce, and will publi sh his
10th Journal of the Midwest History of
Education Society this spring.
" We had just finished the Education
Center," reca lls Rutkowski, "and we had
the new print center there. So I felt we
were in a good position to publish the
Journal at UNI." Some financial support
from the University helped get the Journal
started. Production costs are met through
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the sale of each issue, though UNI
continues to contribute the typesetting.
About 100 copies of the Journal are
printed each year, with ci rcu lation
centered in the Midwest among Society
members and the major university
libraries. Rutkowski says that copies have
turned up in Canada and as far away as
the Pedagogical Seminary in Ghent,
Belgium.
Rutkowski has had a lifelong interest in
history. He taught history in high school ,
and he studies the history and philosophy
of education while working toward a
Ph.D. degree at Mi chigan State University.
His dissertation dealt with the origins of
state teachers colleges.
The history of education is important,
says Rutkowski, because of the impact of
education on Am erican life. Many of the
current problems facing education, such
as ethnic integration and public financing,
have been faced before, he says. A
knowledge of the history of education ca n
do much to help solve today's problem s,
and Rutkowski believes the Journal is
contributing to that effort.

Creationism controversy
Unlike Rutkowski , A.C. Haman has
three deadlines a year to meet as editor of
the Iowa Science Teachers Journal. This is
Haman's seventh year in the position .
While he's generally enjoyed it, he does
have some friendly advice for science
teachers.
"They need to work harder at their
writing," says Haman . " They should try to
write more articles themselves and they
should encourage their students to write
more." Whereas Rutkowski usua lly
receives a polished paper to publish,
Haman's articles have been everything
from very good to very poor, and much in
need of additional work.
The Journal is published by the Iowa
Academy of Science and UNI. Circulation
is about 1,500, which includes free copies
sent to all Iowa high schoo ls and to any
Iowa high school science teacher who
requests it. About 90 percent of the copies
are distributed in Iowa, but exc hanges
with other state academies give the
Journal a national ex posure. Articles have
been submitted from as far away as
Australia, says Haman, so it' s hard to say
how well-known the Journ al is.
Haman, an associate professor of
biology at UNI, feels the Journal is one of
the better publications of its type in the

country. Some similar publications are
si mply typewritten and mimeographed,
whereas the Journal is usually about 40
pages long and typeset with a separate
cover. Haman sees the Journal as a useful
complement to the Academy's
Proceedings, a quarterly publication
directed at working sc ientists. The Journal
is intended principally for sc ience teachers
as well as scienti sts. This is reflected in the
content, which stresses classroom
methods, cu rriculum and current science
topics.
One current topic that Haman has
dealt with recently is creationism, the
belief that the biblical creation story
shou ld be taught in science classrooms as
an alternative to the theory of evolution.
Threats were made to cut the Academy's
funding if creationism was not given equal
space in the Journal. The Academy stuck
to its position that creationism is not
science, but that the theory of evolution is
also not proven . The Academy supported
the continuation of scientific inquiry, and
the furor eventually died down .
Haman is assisted by an editorial staff
made up of people in the various science
disci plines . Darre l Hoff, professor of
astronomy and science education at UNI,
is associate editor in earth science. An
advisory board, one of w hose members is
Clifford McCollum, dean of the College of
Natural Sciences, also is involved .
There's an extra bonus for UNI as
sponsor of the Journal. Students in the
Department of Art get to design and
produce the cover art each issue as a class
project.
Serves Iowa educators
The newest of the four journals
published at UNI is the Iowa Curriculum
Bulletin. It was established in 1976 under
the spon so rship of the Iowa Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development (IASCD) and UNI. The
original editor was Joe Lamberti , now
dean of the College of Education at Butler
University. Bill Stewart, associate professor
of ed ucation, took over as editor in
January 1981 and has publi shed three
issues.
The Bulletin is the most purely
education-oriented of any of the four UNI
academic publi cations . Its content reflects
the interests of the IASCD members by
stressing the improvement of instructional
programs, developments in the field of
curriculum and reviews of relevant books.
Most contributors are IASCD members,

Faculty editors are, from left, Bill Stewart, Ed Rutkowski, A.C. Haman and Murray Austin . Linotype and green eyeshades are not
standard equipment for these editors . Photo taken at Woolverton Printing Company in Cedar Falls .

typically directors of curriculum,
consultants or classroom teachers in Iowa
schools or area education agencies.
Circulation of the Bulletin is about 400,
largely restricted to Iowa. It's published
twice a year, with production and printing
through the Educational Media Center and
the Print Center.
Stewart is currently in his second year
at UNI. He was previously with the New
York State Department of Education in
Albany . In addition to his work as editor
he also teaches a full load in such courses
as Elementary Methods and Materials,
Elementary Curriculum and Issues and
Trends in Elementary Curriculum .
As a relative newcomer to Iowa,
Stewart feels his work with the Bulletin
has been a useful introduction to the state
for him. He attends IASCB executive
board meetings and has made contacts
throughout Iowa with educators in many
positions. (Another UNI faculty member
closely involved with IASCB is Paul
Brimm, professor of education and
executive secretary of the Association .)
The most recent issue of the Bulletin
featured articles with such titles as "The
Transition Class: An Alternative to
Failure," " Evaluating Fine Arts Programs"
and " The Changing Federal Role in
Education." This reflects the practical
nature of the Bulletin . It's meant to be
used by Iowa educators who face

curriculum decisions in their day-to-day
work and who can use the experiences of
others. In this way the Bulletin helps keep
university faculty and local educators in
touch with each other's needs in the area
of curriculum development.
Soviets read Perspectives
Geographical Perspectives is the only
UNI academic journal with no off-campus
ties. It is sponsored by the Department of
Geography with financial support from the
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences.
It is the successor to The Iowa
Geographer, founded in the late 1950s as
the mimeographed newsletter of the Iowa
Council for Geographic Education . Roy
Chung, associate professor of geography
and demography, was the first editor,
followed in 1970 by Basheer Nijim,
professor of geography. Perspectives
adopted a journal format in the 1960s,
and has been edited by Murray Austin,
associate professor of geography and
regional science, since 1979.
Perspectives has about 300 paid
subscribers in 38 states and 11 other
countries. It is routinely abstracted by the
Soviet Academy of Sciences and is
included in the annotated listing of
geographic periodicals compiled by
Chauncey Harris of the University of
Chicago. "Only about one in five of the
many geographic journals published get

on this list," says Austin. "It's quite an
honor."
Perspectives is aimed primarily at
professional geographers and geographic
educators, but is intended to be as
nontechnical as possible . Particular
emphasis is placed on articles about
geographic education, geography and
public policy, futures oriented geography
and third world issues. Each issue usually
contains book reviews as well as outlines
of geography courses taught at various
universities. These are compiled for Austin
by his associate editor, Robert Clark,
assistant professor of geography.
On a lighter note, Austin also publishes
student answers on geography exams as
humorous filler items. Lines submitted
(thankfully by non-UNI faculty) include
such gems as "Each mountain has a
leeward and a wayward side" and
" Luxembourg is too big for its size."
In addition to his full-time teaching
load and editorial responsibilities, Austin
is the author of a forthcoming book
entitled Macro Urban Systems : Alternative
Geographies of the Future . This fall he will
be running for election to the executive
council of the National Council for
Geographic Education. He has also
received a summer fellowship to study the
role of values in influencing directed
urban change. D
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AMERICA'S
EIIERGY•s
MIIIDP•R
Mindpower year comes to a close
July 15 with the celebration of
International Higher Education Day in the
United States and Canada. As part of
UN l's observance of this campaign,
articles on research, alumni and
involvement as byproducts of Mindpower
have been published in The Alumnus.
Another way in which UNI turns on its
Mindpower is through the public service
of its faculty, staff and students. This can
include the professor who addresses a
Rotary Club, the staff member who serves
as a docent in the UNI Gallery of Art or
the student who gives blood through the
Red Cross.
In addition to everything UNI is, it is
also a tremendous resource of people with
talent. Some of this talent may be useful in •
one's work or studies. Other talent may
only find expression through public
service or through job-related activities
that have a wider community impact.
This concluding Mindpower article
focuses on two faculty members whose
work carries over into a wider area of
public service. They are two of thousands
at UNI who are using their Mindpower in
the community to make Cedar Falls, Black
Hawk County, Iowa and the nation better
places for all of us.
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Elizabeth Martin, center, meeting with visiting faculty from the U niversity of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire.

Mindpower in the community
benefits businesses, schools
There are bigger issues for today's
I ibrarians than overdue books and the
Dewey Deci mal System. Elizabeth Martin
and the faculty of UNl's Department of
Library Science are actively involved in
service efforts that go w ell beyond the
traditional librarian's role. The
beneficiaries of thei r involvement are
school libraries throughout Iowa.
Martin is an associate professor of
library science and head of the
Department, made up of Leah H ighland,
Duane Johnson and M ary Lou McGrew.
As M arti n describes it, the facu lty are
helping librarians throughout Iowa in four
important ways.
The Department of Library Science at
UNI is chiefly a school librarian
preparation program . Th is places the
Department in an ideal position to be
aware of and sensitive to the needs of
librarians in cities and towns from Sioux
City to Deep River. As a result, says
M artin, she and other faculty do a lot of
consulti ng work with public school
librarians and their principals. They work

with the I ibrari ans on ways to improve
school media center programs. They work
with principals when new facilities are
built or remodeled, offering suggestions for
ways of maki ng these facilities more
effective.
Iowa has a state consu ltant who does
the same sort of work, says Marti n, but
cuts in state funds have limited this
service. While the Department charges a
fee and travel expenses for school visits,
the cost is stil l much less than if a private
consultant were hired . Schools which
participate with the Department in a
practicum program may request
consultation at no charge, says Martin, as
a way of thanking these schools for their
support. She adds that this sort of formal
consulting work does not include the
informal advise given to UNI li brary
science graduates, who call the
Department from time to time for
assistance.
UNI library science faculty are also
busy as evaluators for North Central
Association accreditation proceedi ngs in

schools throughout Iowa. Each faculty
member takes part in at least one
evaluation a year, often two. This can take
up to three days at a school, examining
the self-study report and checking it
against actual practice. Faculty take part in
such evaluations throughout Iowa, most
recently in Des Moines, Sioux City and
the Quad Cities. Their reports become part
of an overall NCA evaluation for each
school.

Censorship an issue
Along with col leagues in other
departments, li brary science faculty are
active in professional groups. Martin is
currently president of the Iowa Library
Association. O ther faculty members are
active in this organization as well as the
Iowa Educational Media Association.
An outgrowth of this professional
involvement is the conference which the
Department has co-sponsored for the past
three years. The 1981 conference attracted
school librarians and educational media
personnel to the campus for a
day-and-a-half program that included a
wide choice of sessions. The conference
was co-sponsored with the Waterloo and
Jesup commun ity schools, and featured
experts from UN I and many public school
systems. Topics included microcomputers
in the media center, equipment
maintenance, the use of career centers
and the readi ng interests of junior
high/middle school students. The
conference is kept at a practical level,
reflecting the emphasis of the Department
and the interests of those who attend.
A fourth way in which library science
faculty are serving the communities of the
state is in the area of library censorship.
Mary Lou McGrew is active with the
Department of Public Instruction in Iowa
in the creation and use of model selection
policies in the face of community
objections to certai n library holdings. She
and other facu lty members are involved
with a consortium of Iowa groups
concerned about library censorship as
well as the Intellectual Freedom
Committee of the Iowa Educational Media
Association . They also work with
individual schools to develop selection
policies that can serve the needs of
students whi le addressing community
concerns.
The Department of Library Science is
using its Mindpower to improve the
libraries and education media centers of
schools throughout Iowa. It's a community
service that's reflected in the quality of
programs and facilities, as well as the UNI
graduates who staff these positions.

Class assists businesses
Students in Saul Diamond's Business
Policy: Small Business Institute class don't
just get their feet wet in business. They' re
sometimes called upon to help rescue a
drowning swimmer.
The class offers a student consulting
service to local firms that have received
loans backed by the Small Business
Administration (SBA). Such loans are
generally made to support risky ventures
where a bank won' t assume all the
potential loss. This can include the
purchase of new equipment, the buying
out of a partner or a business expansion.
As part of the loan guarantee, the SBA
offers the business free consulting on a
voluntary basis. UNI is one of about 400
universities .nationwide with a contract
from SBA to provide such counseling.
Each semester, Diamond receives a list
of companies within about 40 miles of
Cedar Falls that have SBA-backed loans.
These are then contacted and asked to
take part in the program . Those who
accept the offer open their doors to a team
of three students. Each student is a senior
majoring in either marketing, management
or accounting, with one from each
discipline. Ten such teams make up
Diamond's class.
In the eight years that Diamond has
offered this class, he's found that most
companies willingly accept the service.
"Some businesses are so desperate they'll
take any help," says Diamond, adding that
many of the companies they've counseled
are very well run and in no serious
danger. Acceptance of the student team is

based on confidentiality. When the teams
get together twice a week to discuss their
companies in class, all good and bad
aspects come out. But, says Diamond, the
students " clam up outside of the
classroom," and no firm has ever lodged a
complaint for breach of confidence.
It' s important to remember, says
Diamond, that the team doesn't try to tell
the owner how to run the business. " We
don't know how to run an elevator or a
furniture store," he says. The emphasis is
on the application of general business
principles. The accounting student
examines the financial statements, while
the management student reviews the
organizational structure and personnel
practices. The marketing student examines
the trading area, sales practices and
promotional programs. Recommendations
are made to the owner based on what the
team sees happening. These
recommendations are sometimes more like
warnings.
Diamond says his teams have come
across business practices that are unethical
or even illegal. He cites as an example
employers who do not pay overtime or
carry workmen's compensation insurance
as required by law. In such cases the
students can only warn the owner and
make him or her aware of the possible
legal consequences. At least once, a firm
has rejected a team when the students got
too close to business practices that the
owner didn't want anyone to know about.
The class has worked with about 150
companies over the years. Most have been
receptive and open, says Diamond.

Saul Diamond, left, leading his Business Policy class, the Small Business Institute.
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Required of seniors
At the close of each semester the teams
prepare lengthy reports of what they've
learned and done. These papers have
ranged from 40 to 125 pages in length .
What students often learn, says Diamond,
is that a business is not always as neatly
divided in practice as it is in theory.
Students learn how the different
disciplines interact, how accountants and
managers and marketing people must
cooperate in a business, and how
elements of each overlap.
SBA pays UNI a fee for providing the
consulting service, along with mileage
reimbursement. Busi ness Poli cy is a
required class for graduating seniors. In
addition to Diamond's class, three other
sections are taught. Instead of " live"
companies, these other sections are based
on textbook cases. Diamond is not
selective in the people who enroll for his
section . He takes the first 10 accounting,
management and marketing majors who
sign up.
The Business Policies class is an
example of a teacher working with
students in a program that brings UNl's
Mindpower into a wider community.
Another example is Diamond's work as
executive vice president of the Marketing
and Advertising Club of Northeast Iowa.
He is also the current president of the
Cedar Falls Historical Society, and a past
curator of that organization .
This article wouldn ' t matter very much
if Elizabeth Martin and Saul Diamond
were the only UNI people whose personal
and professional lives touch a wider
community. They really represent all the
other UNI people who take an active part
in government, the arts, consulting work,
charitable activities and much more. This
personal and job-related public service is
a great use of UNl's Mindpower in ways
that help others. D
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Despite building lapse,
campus keeps growing
Remember the 1960s and '70s at UN I?
The campus resembled a boom town, as
more than 20 major building projects
transformed the face of the University.
Classroom buildings, athletic facilities,
residence halls and administrative offices
went up in a seemingly endless burst of
construction.
It wasn't endless. No new major
building has gone up at UNI since 1977.
The only new structure built on campus
during 1981, for example, was a
laundromat for. the Hillside Courts family
housing facility. That's a far cry from the
years that saw an Education Center or a
Towers Complex sprout from the campus
like sunflowers. What has changed?
For one thing, conditions are very
different. The rapid enrollment growth of
the '60s and '70s, along with UNl's
changing role as a university, made new
facilities necessary. The anticipated
flattening out of the enrollment curve
makes new construction less urgent, if no
less necessary in certain areas . Also,
economic conditions have made Iowa's
legislators more cautious about new
construction at all three Regents
universities. Much of the latest new
construction at Iowa State and Iowa was
financed through private sources, as was
the UNI-Dome.

Lee Thomson, facilities planning, space
assignment and safety director, thinks the
current construction lull at UNI isn't such
a bad thing. He sees it as a necessary
breathing space after severa l years of
drastic change. From his vantage point,
the absence of earth movers and gantries
doesn't mean nothing is happening to
improve UNl's physical plant.
Construction and destruction planned
"The completion of Phase II of the
Speech-Art Complex is still our highest
capital priority," says Thomson . He's
talking about a new art building, to be
located on Hudson Road next to
Strayer-Wood Theatre and the
Communication Arts Center (CAC), which
together make up Phase I. Phase I was
completed in 1977, and was the last
major construction project at UNI.
Phase II is to be funded by state bonds,
but economic conditions and political
considerations have kept the building on
hold for the past six years. While it's a
high priority of the Board of Regents,
Phase II has taken a back seat in the
General Assembly to other capital
projects, most recently a new law school
building for the University of Iowa.
"Phase II is a 'swing building,' " says
Thomson. " When it's finished it will
trigger changes in other buildings across

The Old Administration Building is now
little used. Too old to restore, it will
eventually be torn down.

campus." The Department of Art is
currently headquartered in Latham Hall ,
the former A&I Building. Additional studio
space is located in an old Quonset hut
and in the former Physical Plant Office
building. The Gallery of Art is located in
the CAC, next to where the Department of
Art will someday be housed. Completion
of Phase II would consolidate the
Department in modern facilities under a
single roof.

The Communication Arts Center, below, is really only half finished. Phase II will finish the job, once it's funded .

Completion of Phase II wil l also spell
the end for the Old Administration
Building, built in 1895 and currently the
oldest classroom structure at UNI. " Old
Ad" houses Print Services, the Department
of Military Science classroom, Department
of Modern Languages classrooms and the
animal laboratory of the Department of
Psychology. The completion of Phase II
would permit relocation of these
departments in Latham Hall or other
campus buildings.
" Our current plans," says Thomson,
"are to use Old Ad on a year-to-year
basis. We use it because we have to,
because there' s nowhere else to put these
people. About 10 years ago we looked
into renovation , but it would have been a
massive effort, about as costly as a new
building. The decision whether to tear it
down or restore it was a tough one,
dictated by money. Personally I like
buildings such as Old Ad, but we' d rather
have new space that fits contemporary
programs."

"Unglamorous" campus changes
While no major buildings have gone
up at UNI during the past year, a number
of physical changes have taken place.
None are as glamorous as a new bui lding,
but all are important. Here's a summary :
• Russell Hall continues to undergo
work to correct problems in the heati ng
and air conditioning system . This
$500,000 project will provide greater
control over humidity levels that have
caused serious damage to musical
instruments.
• A Noehren Hall freight elevator is

being converted for passenger use to
accommodate handicapped students.
Noehren is one of two residence halls at
UNI with living areas adapted for
handicapped students .
• The Commons Ballroom was
refurbished. The walls were repainted and
the floor was refinished. Other changes
were made to make the area more
comfortable and useable.
• The Greenhouse received a major
facelift, with new aluminum frames and
glass to replace the original wooden
frames in the tropical portion of the
building.
• The Seerley Carriage Barn west of
Wright Hall was torn down to make way
for a SO-car parking lot south of Baker
Hall. This lot provides close-in parking for
ha ndicapped persons. A paved, 125-car
lot was also built north of the Industria l
Technology Building, replacing an existing
gravel lot.
• Campus streets were modified to
eliminate the intersection northwest of
Gilchrist Hall and to provide more direct
access to Hillside Courts. Elimination of
the intersection, and its replacement by a
crosswa lk, makes the walk from the
Regents Complex to the main campus area
much safer.
• Compliance was achieved with the
1972 state fire marshall ' s report, which
listed 500 campus violations. The 1981
report listed 200 violations, and a
compliance plan is now being drawn up
to solve those problems.

Other plans on hold

are still in the hoped-for stage, according
to Thomson .
"Wright and Sabin halls are our highest
renovation priorities," he says. " There' ve
been no major changes in Wright since
1914. They're doing a great job there, I
would have to say, in spite of the
building." Wright Hall houses the
Department of Home Economics and the
Department of Mathematics and Computer
Science. UNI would like to convert the
former theatre area in Sabin Hall into
offices for the Department of Economics.
The theatre has stood vacant since the
completion of Strayer-Wood Theatre. Both
renovation projects await legislative
funding, as does a proposal for an
expansion of the existing Physical
Education Center north of the UN I-Dome.
A final note. Alumni who lived in the
South Courts family housing area south of
University Avenue may (or may not) shed
a tear to learn that these 50 mobile home
units will be removed this summer. The
un its were installed in 1963 and 1967 and
have passed their useful life span of 15
years. Other family housing units will be
available on campus this fall for the
present occupants of South Courts .
The projects of the past year have
changed the appearance of the campus
very little, so you ' ll have to look hard to
find some of them . The next major
building spurt, when it comes, may be
more dramatic but no more important
than the repair and improvement projects
taking place during today's " breathing
space." D

In addition to Phase II and these
projects, several other faci lities changes

An architect's model of the complete Speech-Art Complex . Shaded area shows Phase II, to be located west of the existing
Strayer-Wood Theatre and south of the Communication Arts Center.
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Debate ends, issues remain

We're in the
Army now... '
A Department of Military Science
established a beachhead on the UNI
campus last fall, climaxing a two-year
debate that involved faculty, students and
administrators.
The controversy began quietly in the
spring of 1979, when a proposal was
made to establish an ROTC unit at UNI as
an extension of the program at the
University of Iowa. Opposition surfaced
almost immediately. A petition called on
the UN I Student Association (UNISA) to
oppose the plan, which it did by a vote of
16 fo r, 2 against and 9 abstaining.
That fall a poll was conducted to
determine student sentiment. About two
thirds of the undergraduate students
completed the questionnaires. The results
indicated that 52 percent considered
ROTC to be "not beneficial" to UNI,
while 48 percent fe lt it would be
beneficial. Of those responding, 89
percent said they had no interest in ROTC,
while 10 percent said they might be
interested and 1 percent (79 students)
expressed a definite interest in
participating.
For more than a year the ROTC
question lay dormant, with neither UNI
nor Iowa taking any public action. On
November 24, 1980, the proposal was
renewed when Lt. Colonel Michael
Bartelme, professor of military science at
Iowa, addressed the UNI Faculty Senate
and requested a decision. Student and
faculty opposition resumed, and continued
to grow as the Senate scheduled a vote on
the proposal for its February 23, 1981
meeting.
At this meeting the proposal was

defeated by a vote of 14-8. On April 27,
however, the Senate reversed that
decision, 11-9. (In the meantime, UNISA
had again voted, 29-0-2, in opposition to
ROTC.) Faculty who opposed ROTC were
successful in petitioning for a full meeting
of the faculty to discuss the matter. This
meeting was held on May 13.
After discussion by both students and
faculty, the ROTC decision of the Senate
was endorsed by a vote of 138-126. The
proposal was then approved by President
Kamerick and accepted by the Board of
Regents at iis June meeting. When classes
started in August a Department of Military
Science was on campus.

ROTC making a come-back
From plan to reality, it all happened in
less than a year. The suddenness of events
was a shock to both sides. Few ROTC
supporters thought the proposal would
pass the Faculty Senate or the full faculty.
Most ROTC opponents were sure it would
fail. Both were wrong, and endorsement
by President Kamerick and the Board of
Regents was never seriously in doubt after
the May 13 vote.
In the wake of the controversy, new
questions were raised. Would anyone
enroll in ROTC? Would opposition to the
program continue? Would ROTC change
UN I, for better or for worse? For many
who had remained on the sidelines during
the debate the real question became: just
what is ROTC?
The Army Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) was created in 1916 to train
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officers for Reserve service and active
duty. About 800 U.S. colleges now offer
ROTC, which supplements the military
academies and officer candidate schools
(OCS) as a source of new officers . ROTC
students, when they graduate, are
commissioned as second lieutenants and
obligated to serve at least six years in the
military.
ROTC enrollment nationwide has
doubled since 1974. There are currently
about 75,000 men and women enrolled.
About 40 percent of all active-duty Army
officers commissioned last year were
ROTC graduates. That figure is expected
to reach 52 percent by 1985. Why this
sudden popularity?
The reasons are simple. ROTC was
scorned on many campuses during the
1960s and '70s because of the Vietnam
War. As memory of the war fades there is
less fear of the military. Also, many
students are looking to the Army as "a
great place to start" their careers in
engineering or business, especially since a
job is guaranteed at a starting salary of
about $16,000. The Army pushes this
aspect of ROTC in its literature. " We do
march occasionally and of course practice
some basic military skills," says one
brochure, "but that's only a small part of
the program . The real emphasis is upon
development of leadership and
management skills."
The strongest selling point for ROTC is
money. While the government has cut
back most forms of student aid, the
number of ROTC scholarships was nearly
doubled last year, to 12,000. These
scholarships, offered for two, three or four
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"Sgt. Steve" appeared in a series of Northern Iowan editorial page cartoons last fall. The series, in which a
UNI student enrolls in ROTC by mistake, poked fun at a military stereotype. The cartoonist is Tim Hantula, a
sophomore from Cedar Falls. (Reproduced with permission.)

years, provide tuition , textbooks and most
fees , as well as a $100 per month living
allowance during the school year.
Everyone who enrolls in ROTC receives
this $100 stipend during the final two
years of the program , in addition to free
uniforms and the payment of expenses
associated with a six-week advanced
camp during the summer of the junior
year.

Benefits and questions
UNl's Department of Military Science
is organized on two levels: Basic and
Advanced. Basic courses are usually taken
during the freshman and sophomore years,
and include Introduction to the Military
and Military Strategy and Tactics. All Basic
courses carry one hour of credit. Students •
take part in " Leadership Lab" on
weekends, which includes drill, use of
military equipment and practice with
M-16 rifles. A student can take any or all
of these courses without a service
obligation . Basic students don' t receive the
stipend, but they do receive uniforms and
textbooks at no charge and are eligible for
a scholarship.
Students who pass the Basic Course are
eligible for Advanced. Advanced students
receive the financial aid described above,
but they mu st first sign a contract
committing themselves to military service
after graduation. This usually means three
years of active duty, two years in the
Ready Reserve and one year in the
Stand-by Reserve. While it is possible to
break this contract, it usually requires the
repayment of all or part of the financial
assistance that a stude nt has received .
There are four Advanced courses, each
carrying three hours of credit. Courses
include Small Group Leadership and
Military Management and Law. A student
taking all eight courses plus the summer
advanced camp graduates from UNI with
16 hours of credit in military science and
a commission. No one majors or minors
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in military science. These are courses
taken as a supplement to other academic
programs. In theory, a student could
graduate with almost any major and still
be taken into the Army .
On its face, it would seem that ROTC
offers nothing but benefits, such as
scholarships, stipends, leadership training
and guaranteed employment. In the minds
of many UNI faculty and students,
however, these benefits were outweighed
by the moral issues they saw in the ROTC
controversy. The decision to accept ROTC
at UNI did not quiet these issues or the
people who raised them.

"Academic freedom" meant different
things to Rusty Martin, above, and Darrel
Davis.

Peace a " noble cause"
" I've been opposed to war all my life,"
says Dr. Alvin Sunseri, an associate
professor of history and a veteran of
World War II and the Korean War. " With
the emergence of the age of nuclear
warfare I find myself more and more a
pacifist." Sunseri wa s one of the most
ardent opponents of the ROTC proposal.
He describes ROTC as "a n archaic
remnant of the past," when we were
taught that we must always prepare for
war. " Instead of thinking war is inevitable
we must think that peace is inevitable. We
need a 'think peace,' not a ' think war,'
society."
Not only does ROTC promote a "think
war" mentality, says Sunseri, but it
approaches military hi story from the
wrong direction. In his class on War and
Society in the Modern World , Sunseri
teaches students the impact of war on
society; not how to fight wars but why
they should be prevented.
Sunseri once supported ROTC, when
he taught at Louisiana State and New
Mexico Military Institute, as a way of
injecting civilians into an otherwise elite
officer corps. He now rejects that view,
arguing that "few ROTC officers ever get
above the rank of lieutenant colonel."
Sunseri still favors universal national
service for all young people. "Students
need an idealistic goal to identify
them se lves with," he says. "Thi s ' noble
cause' has usually been war, but why
couldn't it be the Peace Corps or a
Civilian Conservation Corps? Why not a
true option, if we're concerned about
'academic freedom,' between ROTC and a
peace studies program , supported, as
ROTC is, by the government?"
The issue of academic freedom was a
major one during the controversy, though
it meant different things to different
people. Darrel Davis, associate professor
of accounting and chairman of the Faculty
Senate, saw it as freedom of choice.

Which academic freedom?
Davis was originally opposed to ROTC,
but he came to believe that his personal
feelings should not prevent UN I students
from participating. As he and other ROTC
supporters defined the issue, academic
freedom meant allowing the unit on
campus so that students could decide for
themselves whether or not they wanted to
join.
" It was unfortunate that the opposition
couldn't accept the idea that people who
spoke in favor of ROTC could also be
opposed to war," says Davi s. "Marxism is
taught at UN I as an alternative economic
system, but that doesn' t mean you have to
subscribe to it or accept it. " Davis feels
the same way about ROTC, so long as
participation is voluntary.
Davi s admits he didn't think the ROTC
proposa l would pass the Senate or be
accepted by the full faculty. Still, he's
pleased with the result. " In light of the
current pressure on student aid, I'm even
happier," he says. He insists that "a large
number of students weren't concerned
either way about ROTC," but commends
the oppo ition for "accepti ng the decision
like the mature adults they are ."
A center of that opposition was UNISA
and its president, junior Rusty Martin from
Newell. Martin opposed the ROTC,
literall y, to the finish. He attended the
June Regents meeting to oppose the final
authorization and then challenged the
legality of an ROTC scholarship letter sent
to students before the unit was formally
established.
Martin was re-elected in February.
While ROTC did not come up in the
campaign, Martin's stand was well known.
"People have basically forgotten that
they're [ROTC] here," says Martin. He is
not one of th em. "I till see them as
foreign." The issue of academ ic freedom
meant something else to Martin than it did
to Sun seri and Davis.
"I don't buy that argument at all
[Davis']. ROTC is not an academic class.
It's training, not education." Martin
believes, a does Su nseri, that course on
military history and organization should
be taught by civilian hi stori ans or political
scientist . " I hope we wouldn't have
Mobil come in and teach about the oil
industry," he tated.
While Martin plans no continued
opposition to ROTC, he is still not
reconciled to the decision . " We did the
best we could ," he says, "but we really
didn't get involved until the very end , and
then it was too late." Part of his
opposition stemmed from his feelings
about war and draft registration. But he

Davis wants the Committee ..to be a
watchdog. "The idea of an oversight
committee was a condition of the
program's acceptance," he says, "and was
intended to ensure that ROTC does not
conflict with Univer ity function s or
violate student rights and privileges" as
happened at Iowa State. Rusty Martin
agrees. In his opinion, the eight-member
Committee (six faculty, two tud ent )
should "not be a promotional group.
There shouldn' t be any boosterism of the
program. They should look at it with a
very critical eye." The role and makeup of
the Committee are still under di cus ion.
While ROTC at UNI is an exten ion of
the Iowa program, it is administered on
campus throu gh the Division of Extension
and Continuing Education. UNI provides
about $500 a semester to cover telephone
expen es, with alaries and other expenses
borne by the Army. A classroom at 114
Old Administration has been provided,
though drills and weekend leadership labs
are conducted off campus. These
leadership labs will be held in the
UNI-Dome starting this fall , a move that's
likely to raise what everyone
acknowledges to be ROTC' s low profile.

Keith Anderson was a signed to teach
military cience at UNI.

also wanted to di pel the idea that today'
students don't care about important issues.
He was upset by an ROTC enrol lment
scandal at Iowa State and wanted UN I to
contin ue as the only Regents institution
without an ROTC unit. Martin is
particularly angered by what he cal ls the
government's "make 'em march for their
money" attitude toward student aid. " An
ROTC cholarship is a very weak
substitute for a student loan," he says.

Role of Oversight Committee
There were other issues rai ed. UNISA
vice president Jane Robinette felt the use
of weapons contradicted the humane
learning section of UNl's mission
statement. Other opponents charged that a
UNI ROTC unit was a duplication of
programs, something usually frowned
upon by the Regents. Stil l others resented
UNl 's "stepchild talus" as an ROTC
extension center for the University of
Iowa .
An issue still active on campus is the
still undecided role of the ROTC Oversight
Committee. The Committee wa
established as a watchdog group or as an
advi ory panel, depending on one's point
of view. Its stated function s are to asse
the Military Science faculty, select
scholarship recipients and handle other
matters related to ROTC.

"Call for fire"
The controversy, though long and hard,
didn't keep 22 students from enrolling in
military science last fall. Enrollment
increased to 34 this spring, well above
expectations . Two of those students are
Marcus Barnes of Ackley and Kim O ' Day
of Waterloo.
Barnes served seven years in the Army
before enrolling at UNI. He plans to return
.when he graduates. He was too old for
OCS but he wanted to be an officer, so
Army ROTC will enable him to get his
degree and a commission so that he can
continue his career in the military at a
higher level.
As a veteran, Barnes skipp d the Basic
Course and enrolled directly in Advanced.
He's a prime example of the financial
benefits the military offers. As a member
of the 404th Signal ompany of the
Reserves, based in Waterloo, Barnes
receives about $130 a month . He's al o
receiving the $100 ROTC ti pend and is
attending U I on the G.I. Bill. Barnes will
attend the advanced camp this summer at
Fort Lewis, Washington , all expenses paid.
O ' Day is one of seven UNI women
enrolled in ROTC. She is also a member
of the 404th Signal Company, making her
eligible for Advanced statu s and the
stip nd. O'Day was on campus during last
year's controversy but she " didn' t pay that
much attention," adding that joining
ROTC was a spur-of-the-moment decision
to help her finance college . Her friends
have supported her decision . " If they think
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I' m weird they don't tell me to my face,"
she says. She did encounter opposition
last summer during basic training at Fort
McClellan, Arkansas . The women recruits
were pushed extra hard, she recalls. No
one pampered them . Despite that, O'Day
enjoyed basic training. She came out of it
with greater self confidence. She survived.
A typical weekly assignment in O'Days
Principles of Military Operations class asks
her to prepare a plan for "ca ll for fire,"
the plotting of an artillery target. A
take-home exam required the writing of an
operations order, detailing all facets of an
assigned mission . Students were to
describe how they would meet the
objective at the squad, platoon and
company levels.
It's serious business for a 20-year old.
Like their counterparts who prepare tax
returns for an accounting class, O' Day
and her classmates may someday be
called upon to "call for fire" for real. But
the bell rings, and she heads for the Union
instead of for the front.
The ROTC controversy is over. The
decision has been made. The issues of war
and peace and academic freedom remain
to be settled, hopefully never to be
permanently silenced. That's what
universi ties are made for, after all ; to
argue the unanswerable. D
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Anderson describes an Army dress uniform during class.

Everyone knows what he teaches
You might mistake Keith Anderson for
a math or science instructor, if it weren't
for hi s uniform. "When I walk outside,"
he says with a smile, "everyone knows
I'm in the Department of Mi litary
Science." Despite the military trappings,
the Northern lowan 's "Sgt. Steve" image
doesn't fit Keith Anderson.
Anderson joined the Army in 1971
after graduating from the University of
South Dakota. He took the mandatory two
years of ROTC but became an officer
through OCS in 1972. His military
experience includes three years in West
Germany, a year in South Korea, and
stints as a student or instructor at Fort
Bliss, Texas and Fort Carson, Colorado.
The lateness of the ROTC decision last
summer made Anderson's arrival on
campus rather abrupt. The Department of
Military Science, administered at UNI by
the Division of Extension and Continuing
Education, now has an office and a
classroom, and Anderson has an assistant,
Sgt. John Reagan , instructor in military

science. The Department is technically
headed by Lt. Colonel Michael Bartelme,
based in Iowa City .
A second UNI facu lty member will be
assigned by this fall, says Anderson, when
he expects 50 to 60 students to be
enrolled . To boost enrollment Anderson
visits local high school s to explain and sell
the UN I program . The Army wi ll send all
incoming UNI freshmen information about
ROTC, and will also contact current
students whose age and grade point
average meet certain criteria.
Anderson expects to be at UNI for the
normal three-year period, after which he
will continue his education in the Army
and probably be assigned overseas. He
says he likes bei ng at UNI. The campus
and the program are small and the
reaction to ROTC by students has been
positive, in his opinion. He bought a
house in Cedar Falls, and his wife is
completing a degree in interior design at
UNI. D

No military influence at UNI?
" For 1OS years, UNI has provided an
alternative to those who want a university
without military influence ... " That
statement, in a letter by four UNISA vice
presidents published in the Cedar Falls
Record and Waterloo Courier last May,
reflected a widely-held mi sconception
during the ROTC controversy. In fact, the
military has twice had a direct influence
on the University.
During World War 11 , the campus
served as a training school for 1,000
WAVES and about 550 Army pilots. They
lived in the residence halls and worked
and drilled on campus . Thi s " military
influence" far outnumbered the 800 or so
civilian students who continued their
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Lieutenant William Dinwiddie (Cou rtesy
UNI Archives)

education during the war years.
Less well known is the Department of
Military Science and Tactics, which
functioned for 12 years at Iowa State
Normal School. William A. Dinwiddie, a
retired lieutenant in the U.S. Army, was
appointed professor in 1891. Two
companies of uniformed cadets were
formed, with every able-bodied male
student required to participate. Three
hours of military drill were held each
week, and an optional class in military
science and didactics was also offered .
Dinwiddie's death in 1901 led to the
decline of the program , and it was
disbanded in 1903 by action of President
Theodore Roosevelt. D
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The doctor who stayed
in from the c-c-cold
by Carole Shelley Yates

A yea r ago, UN I alumnus Charles
Huss, M. D., B.A. '7 1, was completely in
the dark. He stayed that way for six
months, from m id-February until
mid-October, as the physician for the
over-wintering team at the South Pole
Station, the last frontier o n Earth.
H uss, a UN I chemistry graduate, has
had many different assignments during his
medical ca reer, including a residency in
Alaska. But his yea r at the South Pole as a
member of the National Science
Foundation Anta rctic Program was the
most exciting and fascinati ng project yet.
Huss, and the over-wintering team of
16 men and one woman, flew to
M cMurdo Station on Antarctica's Ross
Is land in November 1980. From there they
were flown the additional 800 miles to the
Amundsen-Scott South Po le Station. They
arrived during the summer, when
temperatures were in the balmy

minus-teens and there was sunlight 24
hours a day.
Continual night arrives at the Pole at
the spring equ inox. On February 9, 1981 ,
the Pole was closed to mail deliveries.
Winter and darkness descended for the
next six months, putting the over-wintering
team in isolation on this harsh continent.

High, cold and remote
During the winter, Huss took time to
answer some questions from The
Alumnus. He wrote that he and his team
of six scientists and 11 U.S. Navy support
staff lived in an environment where the
temperature might reach -11 Cl°F, with a
wind chi ll factor in excess of -17Cl°F.
Most of the living and working quarters
were protected by a SO-meter diameter
geodesic dome or by two interconnecting
archways that protect the buildings from
the wind.
The crew lived and worked in two

dormitory buildings, a cafeteria, a
communications building and a
bio-medical building. The Station also has
a power plant, mechanical and carpentry
shops, and several research bµildings. The
Station is built on a 10,000-foot high
plateau, with wind rushing across it for
800 miles in every direction.
There's surprisingly little snow at the
South Pole. Huss reported that annual
snowfall is less than four inches and
comes mostly in the form of microscopic,
wind-driven crystals. There is a lot of ice,
however. The Station is actually built atop
8,500 feet of ice. Huss wrote that " even
the protective dome itself is slowly being
covered and crushed under the
accumulating drifts." As a result , the
Station will be abandoned in five or six
years for safety reasons .
According to Huss, a graduate of the
University of Iowa Medical School , the
South Pole is absolutely devoid of native
life. " On several rare occasions, a hardy
gull-like bird has been sighted after
making the 800-mile journey from the
coast on strong, warm, summer winds.
The coastal areas of Antarctica have a
plethora of summer animal life, with
penguins, seals, whales and gulls
numerous during the austral summer."

Insomnia a problem
It wasn't the summer that really
concerned the team. It was the winter,
when their bodies and minds had to adapt
to constant darkness, high altitudes and
temperatures of -11 Cl°F.
As crew physician and second in
command, Huss was responsible for the
psychological wellness of the team . In a
phone interview last December from his
parents' home in Perry, Iowa, Huss said
that in the past there have been
considerable psychological problems at
the Station. He understood that last year
was one of the better years for adaptation
to the polar environment.
"Problems can occur," he explained,
"because of a lack of sun. The body slows
down and there is some cognitive slowing.
People can get what is called 'Antarctic
stare,' when they daydream for long
periods of time." Huss also described
"Antarctic big eye," a form of insomnia
that results from the lack of a sun cycle.
The body's natural rhythm is thrown off.
" At least half of the people at the Pole
didn't have to be on any schedule," Huss
said . " Sleep studies have shown that when
this occurs, people will often go to bed a
few hours later each day and get up a few
hours later until they cycle around the
clock. When there' s no schedule, no time
you have to be doing something, things
can get pretty bizarre. We tried to have
some kind of normal atmosphere at the
Pole by requiring people to attend a
Sunday dinner and a weekly staff
meeting. "
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The physician also said that people
sleep more restlessly and tend to have
strange, vivid dreams at the Pole, probably
because of the altitude, which is
psychologically equivalent to 12,000 or
13,000 feet. A signifi cant number of the
crew members were from northern
sections of the United States, with Iowa,
Minnesota and Maine heavi ly represented.
People from those states seem to adapt
more easi ly to long, dark, cold winters.

Jogging at the Pole
Huss avoided giving medication for any
of the Antarctic symptoms. Instead, he
encouraged the crew to exercise heavily
for half an hour or an hour each day.
Recreational areas at the Station are small,
but they include a weight lifting area and
gym, a library, a photography darkroom
and a bar/movie theatre. One of the
over-winter projects last season was the
construction of a huge, recreational hot
tub.
Huss himself had no problems
adapting. In fact, he was amazed at how
well the body could adapt to such adverse
conditions. A fitness/ jogging nut by his
own admission, he jogged up to six miles
after four months at the Pole at -82°F,
and once ventured out for a three-mile jog
at - 102°F. Temperature is no excuse for
not jogging outside in the winter, he says
half jokingly. But he didn't jog in running
shorts, that's for sure. He and another
crew member donned 10 to 12 pounds of
clothing for their outings, including several
layers of wool wrapped around their faces
to warm the air before they breathed it.
Huss soon found, however, that jogging
outside at the Pole was hampered by the
constant darkness. He wrote, " At
extremely cold temperatures the moisture
from the plant exhaust freezes and forms
an ice fog which falls instead of rising.
This can obscure visibility to a matter of
feet, making it definitely possible to lose
your bearings. However, on clear days I
do venture out for a short time. The most
annoying thing about the cold is when
your eye lashes freeze together." All told,
Huss figures he jogged 2,000 to 3,000
miles during his year at the Pole, either
running outside or on a treadmill inside.
Huss is also an avid mountain climber
who has climbed peaks in Canada, Alaska
and New Zealand . There are no peaks to
climb on the Pole's flat plateau, but he
reported that rappelling through the hole
in the Station' s dome was a favorite sport.

Above, Huss was a long way from home,
as shown by this sign at the South Pole.
Below, the over-wintering team was
" home in a dome" during its stay at the
Pole.

" Bomb the light"
With only 17 people on the
over-wintering team, flexibility was
essential in choosing the staff. In addition
to traditional medical roles, the doctor
was also the Station dentist, public health
and safety inspector, and nutrition
consultant. Huss did his own x-ray and
lab work. He also ran the Station post
office and store and drove the bulldozer
for Station and runway cleanups after
storms.
In his physician's role, Huss said the
medical problems ranged from frost bite to
burns, depression and pneu monia. He
added, however, that " pre-deployment
ed ucation, adequate clothing and constant
awareness of the cold risk have made
serious cold injuries quite rare at the
South Pole."
During Huss' year at the Pole, a couple
of firsts happened . On February 9, the day
the Pole closed, the first-ever planeload of
Soviet scientists landed at the Po le. They
stayed several hours, exchanging
information with the National Science
Foundation crew and sharing their dinner.
During the summer, a group of Britishers
stopped off for a week during their
circumnavigation of the globe from pole
to pole.
Last year also saw the first-ever
mid-winter air drop of mai I and fresh fruits
and vegetables at the Station. In the past,
McMurdo Station and another inland
station received an air drop, but not the
South Pole Station.
The South Pole drop was something of
an experiment to see whether it could be
done in total darkness. The U.S. Air Force
planes flew from Christschurch, New
Zealand for 22 hours, with two crews and
three in-flight refuelings. There was a
last-minute change of plans, according to
Huss.
Originally, the Pole team was to light a
drop strip. On the appointed day,
however, it was - 72°F with winds of 35
knots. The drop strip idea was scrapped.
Instead, all lights were shut off except one,
and the Air Force crew was instructed to
"bomb the light." They did just that. In
fact, one of the six 500-pound palates
parac huted to a landing j ust 10 feet from
the light.
Disease research at - 110"F
Although communi cation was limited
with the o utside world, Huss did talk with
friends and relatives frequently during the
winter v ia ham radio. Most of the days of
darkness at the Pole were fairly quiet, and
Huss passed the time studying Spanish,
since he plans to someday climb some
mountains in Mexico.
He also worked on a research project
with infectiou s diseases. The project was
begun about 11 years by the University of
Oklahoma. The goal is to discover the
effects of isolation on the body's immune

system . Huss explained that the study is a
good one for the Pole, which has a
nine-month isolation period. People are
less easily exposed to different organisms.
He found that there seems to be a
moderate decrease in the body's abi lity to
fight off upper respiratory diseases when
in biological isolation. Huss said that this
kind of research is appl icable to the space
program and to the science of diseases.
Other research at the Pole included a
study of world climatic changes and
monitoring of air pollution, earthquakes,
cosmic rays and sunspots. A photography
lab to study the aurora australis and a
satellite teachi ng station were also in
operation. Ice core drilling unlocks the
history of the ice pack as it has
accumulated over thousands of years.
These and other projects were cond ucted
by the 80 or more scientists and support
staff who come to the Pole each summer.
Huss and the crew left their last frontier
in November 1981 and flew to New
Zealand. " I was happy to see trees and
grass again ," he reports, " but I didn't feel
any real culture shock. Of course, I was
elated to go jogging in a pair of run ning
shorts!"
After three weeks of climbing
mountains in New Zealand, Huss spent a
week in Honolulu at a medical
conference. While there he ran in the
Honolulu Marathon, finishing among the
top 100 with a time of 2 hours, 40
minutes. This qualified him for the Boston
Marathon in April. " I was pleased that I
hadn' t deteriorated over the winter," says
Huss.
What's next for this UNI grad? When
asked in December he wasn ' t sure. He
was investigating severa l possibi lities,
including fami ly practice in Maine or
work in the University of Iowa Medi cal
School emergency room. He also briefly
considered goi ng to Samoa . Everything
seems a little tame after a year at the
South Pole!
Reviewing his year in the Antarctic and
his medical career so far, Huss says he
gives a great dea l of the credit for any
success he' s had to the faculty of UNl's
Department of Chemistry. " Through the
interest and encouragement of men like
Dr. Leland Wi lson, Dr. James Kercheval,
Russell Wiley and Dr. Erwin Richter, I
developed a profound curiosity about the
sciences whi ch led me to medical school.
Several of those men were also part of my
li felong love of the outdoors." D
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Class Notes
'35
DON BARKER, B.A., retired from the active
practice of law Dec. 31, 1981. He continues
with the firm of Barker, McNeal, Wiese & Holt
in Iowa Falls in an "of counsel" capacity.
Barker taught school for three years before
entering the University of Iowa College of Law.
He received a J.D. degree in 1941, and has
practiced law in Iowa Falls for the past 36
years.

'52
ELLY LESLIE, B.A., was elected secretary of
Mid-America District VI of the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
during its annual meeting in Kansas City in
January 1982. Leslie is assistant director for
alumni services at the University of Northern
Iowa.

'55
DORIS GITZY, B.A., is secretary/assistant in
the national office of the Future Problem
Solving Program, located at Coe College in
Cedar Rapids. The program serves about 80,000
gifted children, grades 4-12, through the
country.

'56
'39
FREDERICK
EVERETT, B.A., will
retire from Western
Michigan University
this summer as
professor emeritus of
accounting. He has
been on the Western
Michigan faculty since
1960, most recently as
professor of
accountancy. Prior to that he taught at the
University of Missouri, and was an auditor in
Iowa and California. Everette received an M .A.
degree from the University of Iowa in 1952,
and became a certified public accountant the
following year. He served during World War II,
and has been president of the Michigan chapter
of the Fourth U.S. Marine Division Association
for the past three years.

'42
DR. DANIEL R. BOCK, B.A., has been
awarded a 1982 Kellogg Faculty Fellowship by
Northeastern Illinois University, where he is a
professor of educational foundations. The
fellowship will enable Bock to pursue a
research proposal for a program which would
enable Northeastern students to study and live
in Oranim, the kibbutz teacher training
institution in Israel, and at several other
kibbutzim. This is Bock's second Kellogg
Fellowship. He joined the Northeastern faculty
in 1969. He received M.A. and Ed. D. degrees
from Northwestern University. His wife is
RUTH HALTERMAN BOCK, 2-yr. ' 43.

'48
DON INMAN, B.A., is co-author of
Problem-Solving on the TRS-8~ Pocket
Computer, published in January 1982 by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. Inman is an
executive with Dymax Corporation in Menlo
Park, CA. He is also co-author of the Wiley
Self-Teaching Guides TRS-B0@ BASIC and
M ore TRS-8~ BASIC.

'50
ROBERT W . LEE, B.A., was promoted Jan.
12, 1982 to director of employee relations with
Litton Industries at its corporate offices in
Beverly Hills, CA. He joined Litton in 1962 as a
personnel coordinator with the Guidance and
Control Systems Division. He became manager
of employee relations in 1968, and has been a
corporate labor relations consultant since 1973.
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JAMES L. OLESON, B.A., was elected
chairman of the board of directors of The
Executives' Club of Chicago at its 1981 annual
meeting. The Club is a distinguished forum for
speakers on economic and governmental issues.
Oleson is assistant vice president, Merrill
Lynch. His wife is BEYERL Y BRAMER OLESON,
2-yr. '57, B.A. ' 60.

years as a defensive end with the UNI Panthers,
five years as a coach at Lake City High School,
and two years as an assistant football coach
and athletic director at Iowa Central
Community College. His wife is CAROLYN
HOLLIS GREGORY, B.A. ' 65.

'63
RONALD D.
MOEN, B.A., has been
named statistical
process control
manager at the Pontiac
Motor Division of
General Motors
Corporation. He was
previously manager of
analytical services for
Pacific Scientific
Corporation in Silver Springs, MD, and has held
positions with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the University of WisconsinOshkosh. Moen received a master' s degree in
mathematics and statistics from the University
of Missouri.

'67
'57
LOIS B. HOWELL, B.A., a fifth-grade teacher
at South Elementary School in Sigourney, was
featured in a Des Moines Register article
December 26, 1981 for her 33 years of
teaching Iowa history. She began teaching near
Rose Hill in 1948 after a year of college. She
earned her degree by attending summer school.
According to a recent survey, Howell has been
teaching Iowa history in the publi c schools
longer than anyone else.

'59
DR. ELDON PETERS, B.A., has been named
director of field experience in the Education
Department of Salisbury State (MD) College.
The Fayette native taught secondary industrial,
auto and safety education in that community
from 1959 to 1968, after which he was an
instructor in education at Upper Iowa
University. Peters received M.A. and Ed .D.
degrees from the University of Northern
Colorado. His wife is DR. REGENA SEAMANS
PETERS, B.A. '65.

'60
JOHN STATES, B.A., was elected in October
1981 to the board of directors of Habitat for
Humanity, Inc., an international Christian
housing ministry that provides low-cost,
non-profit housing to poor people throughout
the world. Much of his career has been spent in
real estate. He was president of TMI Real Estate,
Inc. and First Iowa Properties, Inc. of Des
Moines from 1973 to 1977, and was then
president of The States Equities Corporation. He
has resided in Florida since 1981 , and is
currently executive vice president of the VIP
Capital Investment Corporation in Fort Myers.

'62
JOHN GREGORY, B.A., has been named
offensive coordinator at the University of
Northern Iowa football team. He was head
coach at South Dakota State University for the
past 10 seasons, where his record was 55-50-3.
Prior to that he was defensive coordinator for
two years. Gregory' s background includes three

PAULA DECKER BENFER, B.A., was named
"Featured Artist of the Month" in January by
the Marion Creative Events Council in
conjunction with an exhibit of her work at the
Marion City Hall. Benfer is an artist-teacher at
Linn-Mar High School. Her specia lty is
weaving. She lives in Anamosa and is working
toward a master's degree at the University of
Iowa. Benfer' s work has been exhibited in
many state and regional shows, includi ng the
recent Iowa Craft Invitational at the Cedar
Rapids Art Center.

'69
RICHARD D. BRANDHORST, B.A., M.A.
' 70, joined Dain Bosworth, Inc. in Waterloo in
January as an investment broker. He was
previously owner of Brandhorst Motors, Ltd. in
Waterloo. Prior to that he worked for
Continental Can in Des Moines and Omaha.

'70
DEANNA KAY LARSON, B.A., is among
those selected for the 1981 edition of
Outstanding Young Women of America .
DAN JOHNSTON, B.A., has joined
Hawkeye Motor Company in Burlington as a
sales representative in the used car sales
department.

'71
THOMAS M. BRICKLEY, B.A., marketing
representative for Iowa National Mutual
Insurance Company, has been named
" Fieldman of the Year" by the Professional
Insurance Agents of Iowa. Brickley represents
Iowa National in the eastern two-thirds of the
state, and has been with the company since
1971.
MARY ANN SCHLICHER, B.A., graduated
from the University of Iowa College of Law in
December 1981 and was admitted to the
practice of law in January.

'72
JAMES E. BARKER, B.A., has been named
loan officer of the Decorah Federal Land Bank
Association.

JEFF CONNER, B.A., was featured in a
Council Bluffs Nonpareil article January 17 for
his work in organizing the Council Bluffs
Gymnastics Club. The Club recently moved into
a new headquarters that was designed by
Conner. The Club has 38 members and another
130 students enrolled in beginning classes.
Conner was previously a gymnastics coach at
Omaha (NB) Bryan High School and at Boys
Town (N B).
JIM DWORZAK, B.A., has joined Shearson
American Express in Marshalltown as a broker
in stocks in commodities. He was previously
employed by Revlon and by Texaco.

'81

Marriages

PAMELA KAY JONES, B.A., has joined
Freiberg-Frederick & Associates in Cedar Falls.
She is responsible for developing educational
and training projects for the public relations
agency, which specializes in agricultural
journalism. Jones was previously a personnel
representative in training and development at
Deere & Company.

SANDRA KAY CARLSON, B.A., & Richard
Sivets, 1205 W . 47th, #3, Anchorage, AK.
Kathy Rose Kutzner & THOMAS M .
STOTTS, B.A., 1204 S. 2nd St., Marshalltown.

Graduations

CHARLOTTE ANNE MENNEN, B.A., &
Donald Chroniger, Central Baptist Seminary,
Seminary Heights, Kansas City, KS.

'70

'73

'73
JOHN D. McDOWELL, B.A., has been
named controller for Marshalltown Instruments,
an Allied Corporation Company. He joined
Marshalltown Instruments in 1977 as a cost
accountant, and became administrative
accounting manager in 1980. McDowell was
an accountant for a di vision of FMC
Corporation in Cedar Rapids from 1972 to
1977. He is currently working toward an
M.B.A. degree at Drake University.

'74
DAVID J. PETERSEN, B.A., is the new sports
director at KIMT-TV in Mason City. He was a
teacher and assistant coach in the New
Hampton school system for a year after
graduation, then spent a year as an assistant
basketball coach at Iowa Lakes Community
College. Petersen then went to California,
where he sold solar equipment for four years
and later worked at a San Francisco radio
station doing play-by-play broadcasts. This is
his first job in television.

'77
WESLEY HUISIN GA, B.A., has joined the
Waterloo law firm of Charles F. Hinton .
Huisinga graduated with distinction from the
University of Iowa College of Law in 1981 .

'79
BONITA MARLETT FULLER, B.A., has been
named computer programmer in systems
development with Winegard Company of
Burlington. She was formerly programmer at
FirstMiss, Inc. Her husband is KENT FULLER,
B.A. '77.
RALPH FAHNESTOCK, B.A., is teaching
second grade in the Taipei American School,
Republic of China. He is also a member of the
steering committee of the Taipei Community
Amateur Theatrical Society, and has acted in
three productions and directed another. He was
previously an elementary teacher and high
school theater director in Wauzeka, WI.

'80
ANNE LOUISE PARKS, B.A., was featured in
a Des Moines Register article December 26,
1981 for her work as a sixth grade teacher of
Iowa history at Collins Community School. The
article was one in a series which also focused
on UNI graduate Lois Howell (see' 57 above).
Parks was featured as a " rookie" teacher who is
helping to make Iowa history come alive for her
students.
MELBA PADILLA ORTIZ, B.A., has been
named business manager for the Performing
Arts Department at the University of California
at Santa Barbara.

'74
The following UNI graduates received
degrees recently from Drake University: JEAN
GRONERT ELLERHOFF, B.A. ' 70, master of
science in education; VERNON A. AVANT,
B.A. '78, master of public administration;
WILLIAM C. FEY, B.A. '73, master of science;
and DENNISE. SCHROEDER, B.A. '74, master
of business administration.
The following UNI graduates received
master of science degrees in December 1981
from Iowa State University: SANDRA KAY
BEYER, B.A. '77; TED H. GRAUER, B.A. '73;
CHARLES E. HORA, B.A. '73; PRISCILLA
KRAMME PRICE, B.A. ' 67; and RUTH PEDEN
WHIPP, B.A. ' 55 . CHRISTOPHER JAY
JOHNSON, M .A. '77, received a Ph.D. degree.
ROMAYNE A. BAKER, M .A. ' 67, received
an Ed.D. degree in February from Northern
Illinois University.

MARLENE ANN MEYER, B.A., & James
Patton, Box 1337 177 E-W Rd., c/o East West
Center, Honolulu, HI.

'75
ANN RENE COFFEY, B.A., & John Brus,
RFD 4, Denison.
JENNIFER ANN SHREVE, B.A., & Gary
Clark, 100 North St., # 11 , Wjlliamsburg.
Pamela Allen & TIMOTHY W . PETERSON,
B.A., 4456 Cambridge, Kansas City, KS.
Loreilyn Crooks & STEPHEN ROWE, B.A.,
3002 Warren Way, Apt. H, Carmel, IN .

'76
Mary Th ilges & CARLETON R. HORSTMAN,
B.A., 4200 51st St., Des Moines.
KAREN BETH ODE, B.A., & Donald
McClintock, RFD 2, Lake Canyada, #86,
Davenport.

Homecoming/Reunion
Weekend scheduled for
October 7-10
Alumni Quiz #1982
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

True

False

Homer Seerley is president of UNI. _ _ __
The UNI nickname is " tutors."
UNl's enrollment is 3,210.
Baker Hall is a men's dorm.
Homecoming is for old fogies.

If you answered yes to any of the above, it's time you got
reacquainted with the University of Northern Iowa! There's no
better time to do that than during UNl's 1982 Homecoming/
Reunion Weekend, scheduled for October 7- 10.
The Homecoming Committee, headed by Elly Leslie, is
making plans now for an exciting and memorable weekend.
Featured will be reunion s for the classes of 1932, 1942 and
1957, plus the Phi Mu Variety Show, two dances, campus tours
and the annual meeting of the UNI Alumni Association. On
Saturday, the University of Idaho Vandals will be at the
UNI-Dome for an intersectional clash with the UNI Panthers.
Game time is 1 :30 p.m.
Homecom ing is a great time for alumni, spouses and friends
of all ages. So if you flunked our quiz, make up the exam
October 7-10 by attending the 1982 UNI
Homecoming/Reunion Weekend . More information and a
registration form will be coming in the June issue of the UNI

Century.

D
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SUZANNE E. OTTO, B.A., & Don
Bellendier, 1103 Olive St., Cedar Falls.
LORELIE ANN LE VALLEY, B.A., & Stuart
Cochrane, 2208 Thunderidge Blvd, Apt. 5-C,
Cedar Falls.
Sandra K. Holtkamp & THOMAS E.FARRELL, B.A., 4702 Mountain Rd., Apt. 618,
Cheyenne, WY.
EVELYN ROTH, B.A., & Andrew J. George,
220 3rd St. N .W ., Apt. 10, Mason City.
JOAN KAY SCHULTE, B.A., & Gary
Honson, 1165 W . 1st, DeWitt.
TAMARA ANN KASISCHKE, B.A., & Tracy
Morlan, 306 Vinton Ave. , Eldora.
TAMERA ANN GORD, B.A., & William
Secor, RFD 2, Fort Dodge.
LORI HOPKINS, B.A., & MARK A.
ROCHFORD, B.A., RFD 2, Sumner.

'77
Julie Hammond & WILLIAM R. RUNCHEY,
B.A. , 22 Bateman St., Hampton, Victoria,
Australia .
DE ANN LYNN COOPER, B.A., & Curtis
Sindegard, RFD, Rolfe.

'78
Gail Johnson & JOHN T. COLE, B.A., Box
858, lslamarada, FL.
KRISTIN ANN THOMAS, B.A., & Jon Hesse,
4005 Memory Ln., #2, Wichita, KS.
Lee Ann Santee & THOMAS E. SCOTT,
B.A., 100 Lake Park Pl., Box 481 , Fairmont,
MN.

'78-'79
TERRI RAE LEE, B.A. '79, & CLEE H. DAVIS,
B.A. '78, 3020 Rownd, Cedar Falls.
SUSAN MARIE MC DONALD, B.A. '78, &
RANDY LEE JESS, B.A. '79, 2232 W . Main,
Decatur, IL.

Births

'79

'69
Jerry & MARCELE ANDERSON
KOLWINSKA, B.A., first daughter, Jessica Ruth,
born Oct. 1, 1981 . The family, along with
Jeremy, 6, and Levi, 3, lives at 5850 W . 176th
St., Farmington, MN, where Marcele teaches in
the First Baptist preschool and Jerry is a
princ ipal in Rosemont.

'80

'80-'81
JANIS K. GOTTSCHALK, B.A. ' 81 , & MIKE
H . PRIDEAUX, B.A. ' 80, 402 Ankeny St.,
Waterloo.
ELLEN MAUREEN JOHNSON, B.A. ' 80, &
RICHARD EDWARD YOUDS, B.A. ' 81 , 602
West Main St., Marshalltown.

'81
JANEE. FRISH , B.A., & Bret Adams, 1403½
Parkway Ave., Cedar Falls.
PATRICIA ANN MC COOL, B.A., & Francis
Askvig, 809 2nd Ave. S.W., Clarion .
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'15
EVELYN GALFORD KENNEDY, 2 yr.,
Tallahassee, FL, Nov. 28, 1981 .

'16
OLIVE EASTER DODSON, 2 yr., Vero
Beach, CA, Jan. 24, 1982.
THOMAS B. RYAN, 2 yr., Ames, Feb. 10,
1982. He was an industrial arts teacher and
coach for 41 years in various schools around
Iowa. He is survived by his wife, M ildred, 2523
Knapp St., Ames, and two sons.

'17
MARIE LICHTENHELD TOEVS, 2 yr. 131 20
Via Madronas, Saratoga, CA, May 1981 .

MONICA CAROL SKOPEC, B.A., & JEFFREY
A. ANDERSON, B.A. '79, M .A. ' 81 , P.O . Box
1466, St. Mary' s College, Winona, MN.
ANN MARIE THILGES, B.A., & SCOTT A.
BELT, B.A. , 1904 Park Wild W., Apt. 31 ,
Council Bluffs.
Rosanne Mareel & STEVEN J. CARLSON,
B.A., 3403 Merle Hay Rd., Des Moines.
Julie Anne Duncan & KIRK D. HOEPPNER,
B.A., 924 15th Ave. 5.W ., Cedar Rapids.
CONNIE SUE HOLSTAD, B.A., & Kenneth J.
Kuam, RFD 1 Box 214, Neola.
Diane D. Ruter & CURTIS W. PETERSEN,
B.A., 815 E. 4th St., Wellsburg.
DONNA LEE BAUMAN, B.A., & Mark
Rickers, Box 20, Arcadia.
JANEEN LOUISE AHNEMANN, B.A., & Rick
Wolter, 203 3rd Ave., Stanwood.

MARY LEE EVANS, B.A., & JOHN D.
DAVIS, B.A., 3549 Cobblestone Cir., Waterloo.
CYNTHIA ANNE SACKETT, B.A., & James E.
Erickson, 3605 Cedar View Court, Bettendorf.
DIANE MARY GADBOIS, B.A., &
DOUGLAS A. HAWKER, B.A., 1114
Bertchwood St., Cedar Falls.
DEBRA LYNN TANDE, B.A., & John
Krizmanich, P.O . Box 41 2, Cotopaxi, CO.
CONSTANCE C. SCHMITT, B.A., & Bruce
Newgard, 2104 Forest Hills Dr., #2043,
Arlington , TX.
CINDY LEE CLEVERLEY, B.A., & Michael
Richards, 620 Gorman, Apt. 317,
Shakopee, MN.
Cindy Zmolek & ROBERT D. HILL, B.A.,
1402 32nd St. N.E., Apt. C-2, Cedar Rapids.

Deaths

'69 & '70
WILLIAM E. HIBBS, B.A. '70, & JANICE
DAKER, B.A. ' 69, 6925 Surry Dr. NE, Cedar
Rapids, daughter, Annie Hibbs Daker, born Feb.
9, 1982.

'70
•

MICHAEL J., B.A. ' 70, M.A. '72, & Linda
PEITZ, Box 264, Newhall, daughter, Caitlin
Elizabeth, Feb. 16, 1982.

'72
Steven A. Wilson & SUSAN J. HAMMANS,
B.A. ' 72, M .A. ' 78, first child, Nicholas
Hammans W ilson, Dec. 9, 1981. The fami ly
lives at 611 O Woodland Rd., Des Moines.

'73
Lawrence & M . MICHELLE MOORE REIF,
B.A., Box 173, Sperry, second child, Marie
Michelle, May 19, 1981. She joins James, 2.

'76

HELEN TINKER HOYT, 2 yr., Arl ington
Heights, IL, Jan. 9, 1982. She was preceded in
death by her husband. Survivors include a
daughter, two sons, and several brothers and
sisters.

'18
GRACE TERHUNE MERBOTH, 2 yr.,
Creston, Oct. 1981 . Her husband, Warren, 611
W . Adams, Creston, survives.

'19
BEATRICE TOOVEY NICHOLSON, 2 yr.
10139 Audrey Dr., Sun City, AZ. June 1, 1981.

'20
MARION EGAN SMITH, 2 yr., Waterloo,
Feb. 16, 1982. Survivors include her husband,
Harold, 1119 Baltimore, Waterloo, and son,
William 5., Waterloo.
EVA GORMLY TABER, 2 yr., Seattle, Nov.
11 , 1981. She is survived by her husband,
Walter, 5056 37th Ave NE., Seattle, WA.

'22
OLIVE ALLISON LILLEHEI, 2 yr., B.A. ' 25,
Glenwood, IL, April 1981 .

'24
GLADYS ROGER VANMETER, 2 yr. Plato
Center, March 21 , 1981. Her husband, Walter,
Box 55, Plato Center, IL, survives.

'25
LORENA LAMB SCHELLENBERGER, 2 yr.
Park Ridge, IL. Dec. 28, 1981.
MARY LUDEMAN EYSTER, 2 yr., Tucson,
Jan. 30, 1982. She is survived by her husband,
James, 3248 Christman Ave., Tucson, AZ.

Ronnie & PAMELA CHRISTY VARNEY, B.A.,
first child, Adam Charles, October 23, 1981.
Mrs. Varney is production supervisor at the
Waterloo John Deere Component Works.
Walter & JANET EDSON WENDLAND,
B.A., R.F.D. 1, Box 214, Fredericksburg, second
daughter, Danielle, born Sept. 22, 1981. She
joins, Stephaine, 2.

CLARENCE A. WHITE, 2 yr. Emerson, Nov.
14, 1981. He is survived by his wife, Dorothy,
and four daughters.

'77

ELSIE WILLIAMS HIGH, 2 yr. , Rippey, Jan.
1, 1981 . She is survived by her husband,
Walter, Rippey, three brothers and two sisters.

THOMAS L., B.A., & Marcia WIESER, 2959
Summer Dr., Dubuque, first child, Brett
Thomas, born Nov. 8, 1981 .

'26

'27
DEYEA N . CORSON, B.A., Shirley, AR,
Nov. 27, 1981 . Survivors include his wife,
Elizabeth, R.F. D. 2 Box 36, Shirley, AR. , and
two stepsons.

'28
L. WAYNE SMITH, B.A., Marshalltown, Jan.
17, 1982. After teaching for several years, he
went to Michigan and received an M.A. in
1934. For the past 37 years he was a realtor in
Marshalltown. His wife, HELEN KEEFE, 2 yr.
'27, B.A. '33, 2201 5. Center, Marshalltown,
and one daughter, Lisa, Council Bluffs,
survive him.
LYMAN P. "STEVE" STEVENS, B.A., Mesa,
AZ, Jan. 1, 1982. Surviving is his wife, HAZEL
DIGGINS, B.A. ' 28, 2434 E. Main, Sp53, Mesa.
BERDIE JENSEN PARKER, B.S., Fort Dodge,
Nov. 7, 1981. She is survived by her husband,
Clarence, Fort Dodge.

'29
RUSSELL E. BLAKE, B.A., Cedar Falls, Jan. 8,
1982. He owned and operated Toy Town from
1957 till 1962, when he retired. Prior to that he
owned and operated Blake's Restaurant and
Black Hawk Coffee shop. He befriended many
UNI students in the early '50s when he had a
laundromat on the " hill." He is survived by his
wife, MARIE CHRISTOFFERSEN, B.A. '29, 824
Main St., Cedar Falls; a son, WILLIAM, B.A.
'63, M.A. '70, 1811 Hawthorne St.; and a
brother, MERTON J., B.A. '39, R.F.D. 1,
Monett, MO.

'31
IDALE RESENE AMES, 2 yr., Meridan, May
28, 1981. Survivors include her husband, Ellis,
Meridan; two sons, Dwight, Ashland, WI.; Ray,
Meridan; and Mae Oleson, Waverly.
GRACE OBRECHT FISCHER, 2 yr. Edinburg,
TX, Dec. 31 , 1981. Her husband, Franklin,
survives along with a sister and two brothers.

'32
NEVA SLOAN FISCUS, 2 yr. Deltona, FL.,
Dec. 22, 1981 . She moved to Deltona from
Dover, N .J. in 1975, where she became active
in community affairs. Her survivors include her
husband, Lloyd, a son and 3 daughters.

'35
FRANCES HAHN PLAMBECK, 2 yr., Des
Moines, July 15, 1981 . She is survived by her
husband, Herbert, 4909 Harwood Dr., Des
Moines (who was the WHO Farm News
announcer for many years), a son and a
daughter.

'36
PAULINE MCNALLY KAI RES, B.A., San
Diego, Oct. 6, 1981. Her husband, A.K. , 3647
Cedarbrae Ln., San Diego, survives her.

'44
HARRIET HOFFLAND PETERSON, 2 yr.,
Salem, OR, Oct. 6, 1981. She was preceded in
death by her husband, Donald.

'47
W.J. " HAP" HARRIS, B.A., Newton, Dec.
24, 1981. His survivors include his wife,
Margaret, 720 5. 6th Ave. N, Newton, and two
sons.

'50
DORCAS I. FULLER, B.A., 2620 Neola,
Cedar Falls, Jan. 17, 1981. She taught school
for 35 years, 27 of them at Lincoln School in
Cedar Falls. She is survived by cousins.

'52
LO IS ROE COOK, 2 yr. Western Springs,
June 8, 1981. Survived by her husband,
Keith L. , 5056 Linden, Western Springs, IL.

'64
MARION G. ARENDS, M.A., 1409
Maplewood, Cedar Falls, Jan. 28, 1982. Before
her retirement in 1980, she taught in the
W aterloo school system for 19 years. A brother
and cousins survive Miss Arends.

Deaths of Former Faculty,
Fred W. Wellborn
Dr. Fred W. Wellborn , a professor of
history from 1926 to 1946, died March 15
in Olney, Maryland.
Wellborn received a bachelor' s degree
from Baker University and a Ph .D. degree
in American history from the University of
Wisconsin. His doctoral dissertation was
regarded as the definitive work on the
Gilded Age " Silver Senators" from the
Rocky Mountain states. He also wrote The
Growth of American Nationality,
1492-1865, a widely used textbook that
was published by The Macmillan
Company in 1943 and nominated for the
Pulitzer Prize.
Wellborn left UNI to accept a position
as professor of American diplomatic
history at the University of Maryland. He
remained there until his retirement in
1966. H is successor at Maryland was his
protege, Dr. Wayne S. Cole, a 1946 UNI
graduate.
" Many alumni of UN I will remember
him as a kindly but demanding
instructor," says Dr. Leland Sage,
professor emeritus of history, " a man with
a vast storehouse of information, highly
regarded and universally respected ."
Wellborn was also an avid golfer, and
won several local tournaments.
He is survived by his wife, one son and
two daughters. D

'66
MARY HOSCH CALLAHAN, B.A., Toledo,

'33
NORVA H. HOOVER, 2 yr., '33, B.A. '51,
Marshalltown, July 1981 .
ARTHUR P. OLSEN, B.A., Oakland, Jan. 4,
1982. He taught school in La Porte City before
moving to California, where he was the first
president of the Galbraith Men's Golf Club in
1970 and president of the Pacific Association,
Amateur Athletic Union in 1958. Olsen
developed the Athens Club Water Fol lies and
was instructor of football officials for the East
Bay Officials Association. He is survived by his
wife, Norma, 919 McKinley Ave., Oakland, CA,
a daughter, Joe Ann Bramhan, Crystal Bay, NV,
three grandchildren and two brothers.

March 18, 1981. She taught school before she
retired . Her husband, Eugene A., preceded her
in death. She leaves the following survivors:
four daughters, Joyce Burke, Judy Callahan, Lois
Mast, and Mary Lou Callahan, Toledo; eight
sons, Eugene R., PHIL A. , B.A. '7 1, RFD 5
Box 315, Pittsburg, KS, MAURICE M ., B.A. '71,
Box 111 , Independence, IA, ROGER J., B.A. ' 60,
415 Howard, Colfax, Claude, WARREN J. B.A.
'75, Box 101 , Onslow, and Stanley and
Quentin, also two brothers and two sisters.

'69
GARY A. ERICKSEN, B.A., 1806½ Ave N,
Fort Dodge, Dec. 13, 1981.

'34
LYLA G. SILL, B.A., Cedar Rapids, July 29,
1981. Survivors include a sister, two brothers
and several nieces and nephews.
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u • •• the

democratic faith
will maintain itself. .. "

UNl's first winter commencement since 1970 was held
December 12, with 475 students receiving degrees. In brief
remarks, President Kamerick talked about education , democracy
and faith .
" ... The more important outcome of your education should
be a strong resolution to continue to develop in knowledge and
wisdom , for what is at stake in the future is the creation of a
society fit for human habitation, a society in which the
conflicting claims of liberty and justice are balanced in fruitful
tension .. . No one, of course, can predict the future, yet I will
venture a cautious prediction that life is probably going to be a

little better than you have been led to believe.
" ... I persist in thinking that the democratic faith will
maintain itself, in spite of dark predictions about the futu re.
That faith is that the most terribly important things must be left
to ordinary men and women themselves - the laws of the
state, the mating of the sexes, the rearing of the young. The
trivial things like creating Utopia we can leave to those who
have a taste for that sort of thing.
" I congratulate you on your graduation and wish for you an
active and imaginative post-graduate life; picturesque and full
of poetical curiosity." D

UNI Alumni Association, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614
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